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The statisticians of the cansua
bureau estimate that a few min-
utes before 4 o'clock. eastern
time, on the afternoon of---Atorit
2; thepopulation et- the
States will reach 100,000,000.
And it won't hesitate a second,
anymore then a clock does when
It achieves its everlasting ambi-
tion by striking twelve. With
the regularity of the clock-tick
that population *ill go right on
adding baby-after baby and im-
migrant after immigrant until
exactly 4 o'clock of that day the
statistical angel of history will
punch 100,000,069 on his celes-
tial adding machine, and then
the eternal registry will be on
its way toward the round billion
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oo. 14-404,e-avehttit goes into 
son Skaggil shot seven times,effect March 1. In outer guise' Calloway is buried beneath an avalanche of mud, and while Watson shot that manyit is a taxation measure, but in the quickest and most economical way out is the best. It more times a_t_the_two officers.actual practice it means that any is not the intention to convey the idea that "economy" Colds aid Crier in Ciiiiirea.perso who sells or gives away means cheap, because there never was a cheap article of Manhabit-forming drugs without the any character that proved economical. The lesson that a i berlain'sinstructions of a physician shall 
thin coat of gravel will not build roads to stand wear- and,' itlY inbe liable to an extreme penalti„,____
of five years' Ininrlionment arid-war and weather conditions hi* been -forcibly learnad-b;Tta" ita $2,000 fine for each offense. our people, and the citizens are going to-demand a better ' iMnd writes:H.
," I have foundeven the physician who pre- return for the money expended in the future and justlY so. Chamberlain's ough Remedy toscribes them must take out all. The opportunity is now afforded. The state IS beg- he the best mealicine for colds ing that where the amended -
cense to do so and must keep for ging for the privilege of spending a dollar on Our roads and croue I have ev r used, and determinate sentence act stated
two years a record of each pre•
every time the county will put up a dollar, and 'the state never tiro of recommending it-to that the judge shall ila the pun.
scription, the record to be sub-
neighbors and friends. Lishrnent where offenders arecon-
ject to the examination of the will furnish free of cost to the county expert-Ampervision my
-
eta Mt Male
au o ties at atracticalllt-______
Continued on Sib 3rd Column
minutes or even a few days off
th calculations, but we won't
 auan-el with- the-in:a--
the main fact that about at this
this nation actunfiL_nurn- 1
bers 10900,000 souls.- It is al- '
most an inconceivable number. i
_picture so huge a throng. .
The mind can hardly grasp norf-
The following appeal being
.-rs
Only two other_tanatenn. an- sent throughout the state by the
larger, China and Ruggii4 .The'Kentucky Children's Home So-
British empire comprises half a eietY:
"To the friends of the children:billion people, but the governing
race numbers less than the Unit. "Again, the Kentucky Chil-
ed States. And neither Chins dren's Home Society is making
nor Russia has a caherent popu- an appeal to the christran peo-
tation, cemented___byl.the._ sante pie of the state to open-their
ideals --and cUltureal anywhere homes and hearts to its 'little
near an large as thi& • citizens," to the boys and girls,
a
MURRAY, taiwymeir., SODA Y. 1411111117412- T -11 lila
he declares it has been alleged
that there ire between 1 000,000
and 4,(()0.000 addict* of ()Mum
In the United States. Users of, 
cocaine and simflar drugs are;
L*dgernot included in these figures. The Produces another good roads article on
Uncle Sam's incursion into the the eighth page of this issue and it should be1/2jead by .ev-
realms of practical, if somewhat ery citizen of the county, and more especially by every
A LITTLE CATECHISM
painfuk therapeutics was autbor- member of the fiscal court. Study this little catechism fOr4-46Kage UP get a drop 13,izeci bran act of Congress, ate sind if you have a better answer ths.n is given to the quell- him'.proved-Ay- .P.resident Wilson,1 • • • 
talAttemPt-tlx saga- Wet-bons Write it out and send it in for publication.
 -Theu hundred Honi of Am-who i--feir2yeartrwill13e--
 exit:AL:citizens_ .hold in.   ' womea,  -
litartreffatilT tand iithome is ow crow I • 0
world, and in their sinew and yond its capacity, but when a
brain the greatest power in theicounty judge writes to us of
world. With the material re- children who are neglected and
sources, the inexhaustible ener.! homeless this freezing weather.
gy and the irresistable increase' what are we to do but say "Send
of numbers, who can doubt that them to us?" However, we have
this is the nation, the power about reached the point where
that must dominate civilization? we will be compelled to say "Do
The reaching of this hundred. ffiot send them to us, we cannot
*Ilion mark:is a world event. ;take care'of any more," unless
It is an occasion for rejoicing, the kindhearted, generous peo-
and also for ;serious thinking, pie of the state come to our aid
he handling of a hundred mil.hy opening their bane&
•-soul power fa-a mighty big, 'At present; we- have in the
ponsibility. Doesn't it give receiving home two hundred and
ou a sort of solemn thrill to re. thirteen children, -ranging in
lize that you, as a citizen,- are ages from a. month to- sixteen
an eneineer with your hand upon. years. Many-:of these are bright,
the public throttle, helping to interesting boys and girls, sound
trol this enoromus force? in every way, but we also have
'some who are handicapped byWhen a man and wife are out
being slightly defective it. somen public and the man falls all
way, and this tatter class needver himself_trying to be-atten.
love aad sympathy much moreye to the wife, you can bet she • than the perfectly normal child.some other marin
We have found in our many
years of experience that the bestotutELE sAm_ iresults come from the placements
;of the little children - "suffer
1 th l'ttl -h•ld " e--
rug curer, th;s will mean that double kindness-a kindness toa short time after next March to the child you take into yourthe entire country be ap- home to love and to be loved in
have always given tt to my chile ',feted by a jury for misdemeari-the building. Gentlemen of the fiscal court:if you-are dren when suffer:ng from croup, ors, appears in the printed acts. 'going to fulfill the duty you owe this county yott--will' not and it has never failed to give it-should read the jury shall fixlet this opportunity pass, Only a short time remains for relief." _For_sale byeli_daders. the punishment, the same as -in--you to art and it behoov4 you to take this matter up
__Applii.-..etiz_el _kkr ef-ieW must-be iir-rakto-th---esWc '
commissionerofroacts befOre-Wffnight of ,iviarek 4th or
the opportunity for this year ialassed. • .
lir, Taxeayer,x10 you know what the mud puddles of
Calloway cost you last year? The total cost of these itn-
pgssible roads to you-was $14,056.35. Don't ask -the red- . the punishment wherever per.ger what waa done with the great amount-eVsnortt+-but Chicago, Ill., Feb. S.-Three eons were found guiltar_a_ 'ills."persons yesterday crowded the dem ors by e -i . Judge0_ to_your magistrate today and--insist-that instead--0i7ignati bedrnein,•of 21-40 Ogden Gregory remarked that the offi.wasting such an enormous fund that he vote for a fesoliz- t avenue.. They were 111-.---and 'dais at Frankfort were a longtion asking for state aid. With state aid roads will be Mrs. Ben Rosenstein and Mrs. time finding out that a mistake
had been made. Of course, heTom, Dick and Harry. Insist that Calloway put ur$12,---1 Ban Rosenstein was dyieg. said, many perrons have been000,-thereby,enabling her to secure $12,000 from the state 'The 
young wife at the bedside i fined under the law and sent to. . baited her faee in the 13111°W' jail, who hav'e already paid their
Carter In Mayfield several w...imispRIIIIIIIINDago.
Watson, who was recently pa-1
toted from the Eddyrille atilt.' IN AcTs 0E-
prison, while on his third ten
there, was known to be a des-
aarete character and ofIkeers had
be watching for two w•peks Louisvilie, Ky., • Feb. 8. -- A
Misprint of one word in the
amended litermisato sentence
set- in the acti el this-fast legis-
lature that have been in the
hands of the circuit judges of
the state for nearly a year is lia-
ble to cause considerable tremble
Die rely upon Chita- or annoyance in the ,courta of
ugh Remedy Kentucky.
I colds and croup. This was brought to light here
siis.sepointe them. today whets Judge James F.''Greg-
mas, Logansport, ory of-Alste;esletinal court re- --a
Ceived a communication from
the attorney-general's office stat- .
built under expert supervision and not' squandered by R )senstein's mother.
Mayfield, Ky., Feb. 9.- Tom ranged. The men were all arm- 
Mrs. Rosenstein. They had ag.
, reed upon an "industrial" wed-(linker) Watson, paroled con- ed.
ding. The girl husbanc had clip-vict, in the county jail here en During the day and early night,
the charge of murdering Con- in feet ever since the crime,
there had been shme talk of mob 
pod her hair and donned male
violence, but nothing much was 
attire. -She was able to obtain a
much higher salary than sl -, had
stable Dick Tartt last Monday :
morning at Melber,- in McCrack-
en county, was tonight hung bytth, ought of Ifie affair. Authori- rereived as a tc9Than• The
a mob ef about 25 persons. I ties surlimoned an undertaker to. band" donned overalls and workbut at20,dock ed in a factory, but by and byremove the bodyThe ir.oh, which is supposed to
have formed near Lawes, home the strain of overwork told andthis morning the bodfiiiii- still
of Tartt, was first seen near the swinging at the rope. -  i. 
tuberculosis developed.
-a -- eourt house, which is one block : During the entire time that!.then at an age when lasting im- from the jail, about 1-1-- -o'clock. i Watson was in the-hands-of the! . Pm." °Waal ligirnr.•preseione "an be madend their 
, characters can be most easily
- •-• ̀  !moulded.
The United States government i  _ _"Out in the state, are a greatabout to give the whole min- ' many more children, waiting toa sudden and complete cure come to our riving home. So ..
The lynchers left a note 
lot the sort-few Crabtree.- While-I — by taking a child from us into 
ed The official made test, i Ma) eld since 1S,....for habit-formiug drugs. I tha
ainion of a St. Louis expert in your familY, you are doing a but 
finally gave his keys to thei
ned to Watson's back reading,
pin' an inmate of the poor farm sev-leader The men then went to' . eral years ago he'eloped with a_ .
mand of him this reasonable. service. Let's get out of the 
when 19, decided that chances
mgd. Quit squandering thousands of dollars annually. 
for making a living were great-
BUILD er as a man than as a woman,ROADS. land went to New York.
 I There she met Pauline Rosen-
CONTI MOB TAKES 
. teiri;1&J.ears old._
rked infirmites of age, "Senator." a
Weighed down_ possibly by the
- Ey,. Fehruar3 4. -
11111111Proilitognethneieghtin etheiry
GS HIM, They gave up their single room
out the new idea.
and presented themselves at an- i of the foremost canines in the
French St. Bernard dog, owned
by Dr. S. A.. Blackburn, and one
_ _ _ _ other-morning house, as ate anceLcommunity, sr eel' ttil the Lt. N. —
railroad, near the station, laid a
down on the track in front of an
approaching passenger train and
was killed by being struck by
the pilot beam of the engine. A
bystander tried to drive the dog
track, but he -would not
move. "Senator" was 16 years
old.
palled by a series of strange and
terrible crimes, by more suicides
than ever werelknown before,
by apparently unaccotmt al) I e
breakdowns of business men
astonishing collapses or careers:
Acairding to t h : expert,
advise name for abetters reasons
is withheld, the national cure
will be severe, but it will be -et-
cacious. He predicts that af-
ter the first throes of the reform
have passed: the number drtlrug
viCtims birimiatively as
email as it:is now great. %Ville
he inclines th, favor the lowest
timete as the: most probable.
u „and during tte leisure aea.sons of this Year thifinon---/Ttlying vittim between labor-ey can be expended upon the half way plan and Calloway-ed, breaths said: - i- - ,
build-$48,-000-wortir of roads that-will stwurut -ny,eliar-1 -"Weev-hee. n-hapey.._ 1" th. in
Wegilff, Thtadeager,..41.twank-f ths-Matiftigval-41a".-mght---Lanalt -
ment that hundreds of. men and teams can be secured fon-
' - ___ _litre_ lz-it!ath idseagdiimeiLt:11-BneontaRixles.
the purpose of working, grading, hauling and'. graveling senstein died. The undertakerhighways throughout Calloway for just one half the price and the doctor revealed the grim-of a day's work.-, In fact, for the past few years property :nese of the joke. Ben Rosen- away by the local court officialsowners have been begging for this privilege, and it should stein was a woman. . in order that they may be pre--not be denied them. See your magistrate today. De- Six years ago Ida Weinstein,. pared to act on whatever turn
return, ival a kindness to the
little unfortunate without a
home, waiting to come to us.
"if _you are interested in the
" children of our state, kind-
avrite to the KentuckyjChil-
demise El9roe Societya 1066 liar. 
ter Avenue, lealisville, Ky., and
the superintendent will be more
than glad to take the matter up
_with you."
in ward No. 23 to their manyKilling of the Coartahk.
Mayfield, Ky.. Feb. -8.-In- sal
•- fellow inmates.
efiort to arrest Tom Tinker Wat- 
Stop That Guth - Now.
with elute. Arriving at the son at Melber Monday morning When you catch Colti4 or begincourt house yard the mob ti0.4.4.Deputy silerig_Hearrskaggirtg.c,004t. the first' thihr to do is
There area lots( tame devils
now living- Who .m11E-go to-heav-
en when they die because .f they
were sent te the other place it
would seem juitt like home.
0
ly manner to the
-The-mob marched irr orderet) heilladeim " t: elth-1 Crabtree! aged,county jaicier in extenuation or defense. ,
where Deputy Jailer Jim Burns.- According to a statement 
madel,thltreg.GCrarversie Cznlety35.poinomr gtasf rrnaof
was iby one party Watson was thewas sleeping. The deputy
!first white man to be lynched in 
eloped to Fulton and were marawakened and his keys dernand- i ried. This is the second venture
Watson's cell and took him out- I "This is a warning to
• housebreakers." 
negr° woman who also made her homesi4e. I there. she died only a short.I All of the men were masked. time ago. They are now at homeWatson was marched to the,
court hoire yard. and during'
this time was stabbed in the
side by one of the lynchers.
-Tinier-a "beat him on the head
I 1lea -on s hands qui y . and Cotatable Dick Tartt, the to takeing a rolitiaround his nechstrung latter was sh•A through the bo-leY• • It pehim to a tree. The mob then dy by Watson and died at the, the Throat adispersed, leaviniktkomatehang- Riverside hospital in Paducah; the Germs ofing ifi the air. ''. -I '. at 4 o'clock iii the afternoon. ititlick.-rehiaThe whole affair Was 'earrie6 The officvs had gone to arreatne so auietiy-thaton* a few 
i "Our whole
were a vanes, to the affair. No
noise w*s made, everything




felony cases. In other wordy,
ird • 75-eir should have
been print-ea-where the word
-"judge" -*found. _
The act 'Wcame a law March
17. last, and circuit judges all
eve, the state have been fixing
fines or ftarveci out_their Pisan
terms:Awk..--where4retnane are
now serving- out punishments in-
icted by thee judge, itraccord-
ance s4th the_printdiViwta, he
thinks •that in many instances
new.trials may be asked. The -
matter will be looked into right
attorneys for pereons punished




Clarksville, Tenn., Feb. 7.-
Sales of tcbacco on the loose
fieorshows some incretse over
the previous week, amounting to
158,000 pounds. Prices have been
well maintained, in fact the mar-
ket tor good leaf seems to show
improvement. Sales as high as
$12 show good leaf, well handl-
ed. even in unfavorable times,
command's fair price, and
with better wirather conditions
the offerings are expected to im-
age twrzeitnrcdiiilitton.
The old stock continues to be
worked bff in a moderate way.
Sales for the past week . amount
to 188 hogsheads, which are
ite follows: 92 ho ends, low
to medium lugs. $. 50 to
Watson on a warrant charging i Pine-Tar-H 
;  














The statisticians may be a few
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1711 MURRAY LIDOER, KVII141114-111:1L__' _
„VILLA ENDURING 7 CO-OP
ERATION_ :JR
Woes tee, e (Irate, Saga twildee,...111111 IN MAE__ 'Shortage of Fuca wilt Se Greater
TO TAKE :1111,111C 6"1111111111111-
tURAIOna,COsSifedIM between--
 - business altd,tlis government in tram- -. ..
..-,e . ..,.... - - -- .....- - ..,-...,4 lug taws tor the benent of all the peer-
'1' '11'`.11"' TCi. DWAINA'• 'rim ple wae,„ urged by Presideut Wilieuts 
FORMATION OF GERMANS THE
NORTHERS HALF OF iu aa address baftwee'lleveral hiltidred MOST SOLICitIKNOWIIIIN MIL-
.' MEXICO. repreeentstlee butte!** alett here al- . 'TARS' HISTORY.
••dies the annual -eetrestithat -Of the,
hautbois of Cotlissesecie of the_11111041-', .--'::" ,
. AGENCY -MAKES STA 
States. il• declared that "we ingot._ --"
pool our tutereats" to discover the I IANS WON VICTORY
leawillea.j.4 for hsiidling patblit-groik-11-:- - ----- --. -....
' Sandtt LISISIMrSfmr-liselee-Them dent urged thietillitliger-fe-̀ 1Mitthr-Ifese Warsaw the --Pftednet
Torrstory.-11•:- 141:01.,-Military thla United States in thus of pines of 'aught and Most Costly In time have made
 at least hill( a &MA
dioviir tuitions during *Ire tte de- 
Life of Any During 
gilgi•ks in force againet the Ituasein
Campaign Attfranase-7Carean• -Maki* kind of 
united - spirit with
trettrhes eaelt time at undoubted batty
za Itgeoey:s Statement.  
_______ - Hie we.. - eest..-
ad-iteK,--ideere_ -airbra 'ins wars/ Nothing daunted, however, they have,
that "when -men engage-la- the ., a repeatiug the attacks during the
_
• • -Itgw- *Um 11161.11.-, 0101:441 4.4-eg-ra -,---Ti...• poi wes1‘..stalighlisillas.itankozads.a.
aiteucy here, state that Cele Villa 'waif 4 asli sAi.rid ii iiii they 4.1o.z.e:to In war. • ondent of the Daily Mail wired that slight advance, It has been arrom
-iit inipuito.; len nilleti north Lot liftwe Wars will_ dlitahtteir." '-&I battle between 3a and 40 InliCi piffth•I0 .01iir idler durther -great hisser.
leo City, di/eel-Mg an.extenisive caffi-t-1 ----The reefed-eat predicted_ teat, while (rani Warsaw la the hardest fought according to Petrognecl reports. Now
thenorthexn half of Mexico_ 
diplomatic corps.to.cOme Into territory
Palgu whkh•hen fdrite ehiert the caF".741thirels•a shortage of food In the world and Mote eostly In Ilfe of any dung it IN believed the Germans are 
proper.
tars of Templet) and domination- Lot
That G_en. V_.Wtypeld Invite the lenience...id the derextnistiLticsigri.
goo, the ehertait.. will ir. much riveter the entire •war.
culture. efforts must be made by Amer- mans are attacking Is niore solid than eaw i•an they hope to divert Russian
. -Ike -pointed out 'that 'wider- /.•10  Natty military auteurities here say by compelling . the Russians to
that the formation .1e,whicli...fler tier- strengthen their lines protecting War•
mg tier still another onslaught for only
he contrn_ ll_ine-1170unter-InnewIcE the -  - ntrofers to grow -more Imo, more '-iin_y• reeord-•-ht -the htstory of ersanisedt lit-tacks Brom leoisi, Primate_ and Run--,
invitattur *et" br. - Cidnlnind , grain, !bat the world ma) be fed: . - . . 'Vallee. ' ---:— -- - - — t VIM -
diploma" 10 Ft*-4° t'erg-C'eus waaLum* Speaking of the foreign trade of the Along a narrow front of seven miles, military me
n here believe the Ger.
aided .ittedvital_reachins tirtlk, -ittiskiet,-441*-Oesiaideat-Ssitad-linit -110/2 liorilmow. they concentiatedid.,, mum. are attempting sonletning_elo„
The Cazsanza agency issued a etate- buidoeia men devise some wIty• of al- 100 men and 600 (tut's, and after two tuaily impossible in their effort* to
Meat tiring the Ifst of original dela win merican elitorters to con-Ibibe dere' furloue bombardment With- -ail- force their Way through Warsaw. Tht
Kat* Hi the Agnes Caliente' -con uPen Sark& and figura line*, which- theyform commer veiling sic-F.11,48-s told phyziattug sheltie they ad-v
-Hod. Irk' either were-desd...In hi ..,. e., _been attacking for Ala leaks& VIIs la svic!e: 'a She -Russian lines In a &MPS .
or missing, and those who were sup- way. that these co-operative .devices -lion, 10 men deep. evidently hoping to oseesdlagly strong. for On the right
portine the various- -"bilge '• l'h• -Car• May be-been to the use of all. Ile de- -conquer by sheer weight of nue:hem_ Imola of the rivers. which the-
raura list claims that. Out --id thi total dared that apparently tlie -antl-trust _Some part of the Priosisii gsayd., i were Waifs 'for the most .part hold, _
Cumber of more than 140, only 11 now laws priebibitad ititeh cotisbinaticus brought up and employferitr-fhisTH/14., grouting -Considers* higher than 'CV-
.
t
------!  . . rt X-111"-gifig-nligded- Yr"- Car. ritnr-tIttr that-we should favneechfutea
IS with Zapata: ri- ire unaceeseated . for,
sinated. two are 6 prtsou.- and one;
Gen. Jesus Devil& _Sanaa& Is neutral,
ranee. 16 are with &slake Gutierrez,
tour_ Wire 101104_1a battle five asses-
the. mutilations 
of
 sight are unknown. lie spoke of the bureau 1 foreiga and
If watt:thud fair to all could be to
domestic commerce's work in --survey. -' raidtr'itabet arleyescosoft.tbe. czar the Rue* t"Rehould . the GerMaii 'break through-
business men.
-4/141-wes14"----fer- the -toovont, 
-ow_ ittosseirto break througbibb-Reker and artillery- haea a &caw adivlit
wore the German attacks repels
a,iteichresitit orders. front the'
• 4 , stissess. Not on! thie barrier ther
entrenchments half way between the
left -banks, so-theanssiast
• . •
ViroUrtibr fortiersouririttirity_t_mY.- - blame if intelligent isle's Ivir 
..,irotrilia:Itt,I.t. elvteacirtil_tiatts l_tm,iratferditrmnitniernmsosis but the  Russians  ter._
iatterwunttritsys to
1.4itiseat„Rillik__OHMALR4Voll- Bz_urs end Warsaw, with  Bloats a• the
- ---.17---77.. --. illitetkpie -iiilarent44,
_ the Villa agent
are-not franieil, thiiiiiesident llis- faermall-e' left -think. -(Torlell,A before the Palish capital fell: -
€andeined that _Villa's Anillian• kain-_
dt.a___that_.!_pez_soalt .“ little river Stun! at K
a mouth by t e
 Imes bad Iditzleed aloastethernIt -t DV's. t /Sat 
GjernmilihnesCarpathians
gtilys gAouarotrus res-Ist-to the open.and_ese their knowletket- - sin s
priatipal railroads in it Mexico of • ronattlens 'IA bring .atioill ...leire tc- itlit'lltictew, caPlurint -a German brig- ante to the RUgatitni arid a edechrieth
to within a few miles of the border
prevent business evils. ade. looenot•yet been reached in the battle
town* of _riedrai Negras, Nausea White the tio.otameyrielt-bbree-fillot.--mitiiTi Mk been hi progress th
redo and Matamoros. At each place . tors or their -Melee along the 13surs--$„1",. days. Ir.-
"la troops *e.threggellag t!te- (lir RICH MEN DEFEND GIFTS , ,.„ntin,,,4- 14.- hammer at the Rusitan '
rause garrtssm. he said. - _ ..,' . ... _ _. line, the Russiatet-,-threw their forte, •
... ,• CZAR GOES TO THE FRONT—...:_ aermie the Rauxit...at-leainion._near_ .-••;• _
HAMMER TEUTONIC
aheeiani Are on Offenatve In tate
Freesia, Pete.. of:6nd- Carpatolans.
- cssoniana Cantu ALUM".
' 4
With rotomarative quiet
peeesiliss Wilaterillretint ler, the
efitittteg_in the-east, whieb la more
gey_pnuous end widestpieid, mentrpolives
attention.
While the Malang are on the effea
getent illeet-Erusalis. la Northwilitifli
Poland as* the posses et the-eas)er-
thIsns, the Germans continee their
attack, on jlie !Witten ithae_sliohifthe
MW.. and Abs Rawka rivets, The
op/lidera reached the itawka line about
the Middle of Devetuber and since that-
• _Uerellte  added that -Gen. Angeles 
had complete control of Monebra.-7Woundations Are No Menace to -Artier- _  
Monterey, Saltillo' and San Leis Po-. 
Junction of the /Mira with the V stula. •
- - -tqlri t_ffraful4- rid ' and cuprite-0d -4-let man fortified ooaki- ao,p,a1 of Emperor Woo 83.0.4,.....fow
Jost. r.nd that the advance on Tampico Setter Mankind. • lion. - At the 431110 HIM' they drove ' Renewed Russian Offensive -4
., . ' _;----- '''''';---- - - the Germans across the Muria at Dale ' West of Warsaw,was progressing.
. New York.-John D.-Rockefeller, Sr.,
and Andreli-Carnegle appeared before 
hot-a, close to Sochaesew. ...
' ' At Karnion -the Russians captured London-Emperor Nicholas' arrival
the federal commission od industrial steel bullet-proof eldelds, a number of at the front was the signal ,for a re-
' 
-relations and defended the foundations_ quick-firing guns and in this district i. „..weil Reisman eireasiriegeractig west
.-- which they have endowed with - their. and on the upper-Reeks river they i ' wariew. socorthig. 40 as Offkial
PARTY LINP WERE BROKEN
House Refuses to Override Veto or
  --Watatitagton.,-AU attempt' to pass
bile•preieribing a literacy
k
vein won on tee streets. , Under
a gitarnree from Markle E_aylar. a
wealthy it.ig..411447-041, city will be pe,





sniner ea-'---iellied and "4"Y r r in the r
, To* eie Po -c, tAeL. Athtgrettos_4411 4.,%er
•
C..
tiiely it: government [erasures.
"• There is no precedent- tor/this re.-i.
Tuticib," said the premier.
Would Stop War Export&
sliãflgt...te Senator Hitchcock's
tel empoliver the president- to forhid
Xpo o
fore the Senate forithen relations iota
fiy 1147-tientative 1Wrttitifil:
tit Missouri-and gad:- *Peelers. musk 1611Pital Allltiriaa•
Te Malt Vessels.
Wienington. - Infortnat ion through
the Btutaa,,,artraats-heie ;s that En. cos tech Iii-tiro talslespoonfuls Of
en- g Lere00011Irrfeng-wirigy nr-0014- inater-44.-141 the tomato, 
boa__
two after the promulgation of the Gee. .73eurTemeonitdatidwitbtanitheintuorakemyold to cool. "There's a Reason"man decree on toodrituff in Germany
"to make ;inquiry- of all -- vessels
Potreo Filling for Fowl. for'bound to European ports
-• -riffvfrifirrffue- thil_gib lets -of on..
• rived on Pioapitat —ehioltearads-aarejouptal-of-leashedr pd-
Loudon-Thom-is J. MarNamara. ittioes, tnistesprinntst tiotti r.
tary seeretary of titto•allar5---/-boM euPfel sheet milk. one cupful of
rally had received a telegrani saylver.--hreed erunibs, two eggs. season with
iiibmartne ared-a torpedo at !IF, Ithitshoper and-sege.





-Stuffed Epos With Ham. -
Roll half a dozen eggs hard. Re- and it agrees with me." writes
move the shells and cut the eggs cross- a doctor. better than any
wise_ in_tece Slice off a piece tromp, breakfast food on the market
each end to make them stand firmly. --uniess there is one I have
P.emove the yolks and mix  with them- suit -
a little chopped ham. Fill the whites
with MIS miXture, heaping it up in ' Grape-Nuts is scientifically
cone shape._ Put the st-ffed halves prepared to agree with both
half a teaspoonful of mustard, half a
jeaspoonful of salt and 12 tablespoon-
fuls of salad oil added slowly, Thin
 us Is necessary with wine vinegar.
Tomato Jelly.
One quart of tomatoes, one teaspoon-
ful of salt, one cupful of sugar, one
teaspoonful of ginger, the juice of one
lemon, two tablespoonfuls of corn
starch_ Strain the tomatoes. too. them
to a saucepan with the ginger, sugar,
lenient juice and salt Moieten the




- •  •1511‘
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test for the admlseian of aliens, over
Pfti-sident Wilson's v-'eleFfailed In the-
/House, the sifirmatlie vote lacking
gise-of , the iseeesaary-tatealairda. Of-
----61110--enembers present, 261 voted to
override the veto, 135 exited to sustain
the president and two answered "pres-
ent." •
The final test came at the close of a
day ef earnest debate. in which party
- lines were temporarily ubliterated. Ma-
jority Leader Underwood made a vig-
orous speech, criticising the president's
reasons for vetoing the bill and urging
the House to override executive disap-
prove/. Mr. Underwood told the
_ House that the country had in several
elections returtred-majoritter-in Con-
gress favoring the restriction of im-
migration and that the_prosideare con
tention that no political platform had
Placed the issue before the nqp_pie was
• • tionaVeralf.-Seattng himself 3ilttraticti 
tree-Mow-but the entire -position
..The unessseis„*..""sixt.....wht.01,1, difficulty Jae leaned across a little_ retaken by . • -
tiSES FOR THf WHISK BROOM
:.•.ait Serve Many Other- Purpose',
Than tins fee Mattis They Liesi-
ally Are LailtiftY•4.
Vs hire bred= are. het 944
fur blurhinadothill, b
poses.. wele"--e„,
Kean a little bream In -the ifltcheft
to clean the kettles, spiders, sauce-
pans. etc. It eaves time, does bet
work and saves the hands. You cell
scrub around the ears of the, kettle





After tbe clothes are brought in
from the line a clean Hole broom.
*opt solely for the purpose, eleitild
be used to eprinkle them It occutn-
pttiltes this quite as effectively RR
the Chluese- leeneryman who sprii)e
the water through his teeth
Washtubs, wringers and wean,
hoards -eget be. liepLia order
moat. tiO labor at by having a
little hro0,in handy to scrub. thee! oft
Pantry shelves, kitchen sink and
table can be Cleaned with • whisk
broom_ _
Elton the kltchma-Min▪ dows. lu 
which de
with the inevitable- little brown.
Ay-.--
time, . should be washed down first UNITED STATES RANKS HIGH
sashes la alengsstbibase cornhaletrsthoef_ujus- the Percentage of ilitterecy GemPara
any other way. - • • 
WeiftWeitii itiLt*C VT Otl.er Ccein-
tries of the World.accessary to aeconzsdish the•work In
Blacking the Mow is so longer a In the United States the Percentage
task to be (koala-- A Mile broom of illiterat*la T.T thif Mel PoPutai•
poutlisshooing the black -and dues all the nob lower bill Yam niPW-end lint-- •- 
the native-white _
_  . mark, Germany, the Netherlonds. Sem
_4zotioas im. ogriannai den, Switzerland and the, Unitarian;
dens the percentage of illiteracy IS
armory Flret--FedTeTe, 
than that for the native white 
"• population of the United States. Doubt-
ways Remembering Neoeseity /as Ins him won" also rfithupi-itav:----
I or Touch of Brightness. ' Way. although so figures are avathddis
for that country; but In the other J0'
nn 
or dirndl dredding"-fo-pilan countries pereetiim 
room•is papeied with anything but a illiteracy is higher -than It is in GM'
plain or neutntl .paper, _nright coloredp,-", eauaflv ea.ey meek 
or flowered chintz should never ba. higher: Ia Bulgaria It is as.paaaaat.__..,
used, but often a little color Is needed
aaa tone to 
time
 room_ Grr.repc6rtinorrwritte 70, in IlungraritThry 33162, In. Italy
_In a case of this kind, one -Of the
new bedspreads which are so pretty 
in Russia 69, In Servia 79. and in Spain-
U. There IS Jess illiteracy In Aus-
lind easily • inati‘ is just.the ..._._thtna. 14- Awe in the Vaitod-guitost-hut
give lbw -Fse"“wr-F color. °P-4•eei••*-- •att other noni-European countries the
plain white spread gof a good quality percentage of illiteracy is in., ieners:
and rather heavy. Cut from chintz very
a bunch -Of .roses Or a spray -'efY
colored- Siivrete an 3d-i-Tas eitictrin each ' • •





corner with a larger one for the cen- to visit
the 'Taw "edges -with a nee feather 
relations. For the first time in
ber,y_oung life she was thrown in con-
stitch or with a long and short button- .
hole stitch. 
tact with little darkies. Her admire.-
This idea can be carried out 'tor' 
tion and awe ,was great. Meeting a
little negro boy one day, she screwed
scarfs to cover the dressing-table and up courage to ask him his name:
bureau. Make the-scarf -of linen cut is dull. _card David" said the
tct At the top of each and finish the hny. • • • • • _
edges with's 'scallop or a hem and--
finish, this ,_with the stitch that, • . pleas.c
uer.:deound 
thapepiiqueepreadto_. Cut out the now- -are, "are you the David that killed
----• -----the edges of  the --
scarf. Ana.* of the same Timers The little black boy gave a fright-
can be added to the corners of the ened glance around, and, beginning to
white curtains with good effect, whimper, he shrieked: ."Now, I alit"
nebber teched him."
Golden Rolls.
One-half cupful scalded milk. one • What Mine AceldentaAost.
yeast cake dissolved in a little cold The director of the federal bureau
milk, one quarter cupful eggs_ ttwo of mines has estimated that the cost '
ears not beaten), one-eighth cupful in terms of money of the 3.500 men
yolk (two yolks), one-quarter cupful killed and more than 100,000 injured
sugar, one-third cupful butter, little each year in the mining and metal-
salt, one-quarter teaspoonful lemon ex. lurgical industries of this country is
tract, two and one-half cupfuls flour •12,000.000. This loss, he figures.
Let rise sit hours, roll out thin, spread is paid by the "ultimate consumer,"
with melted butter and fold over twice, Be thinks that one-half of the fatall-
making three layers. Cut in strips and ties and three-fourths of the iniurier
  made .their original attempt to breakly couttistedf:-in the official roports roll round. Let rise and bake. Make - preventable
took siace-at a 1'01'41 
-the t%arsaw  sirup of powdered sugar and brush
north northwest vf Massiges. Here. This new Hileiolrehelee "Plains thick-rner--tieri. when taken from Oren.
cording teethe french report, "the GOT their anxiety to clear the right bank These us fine and it is not as much
the el:- Of the lower Vistula of the Germans. work as it sounds.mans gained some headway by
pleolon of a mine under the French for, having eccemPlIshed Ibis. Ilia
are-free_ of tltrea of aot outflanking
movement tram that direction.
table and looked et the audience. r _According to fierlin,
. - 76"tatt4-1°L.---1126-ittftetleas-*IiindarlitiVhen be oterted--637iedd- his ins-Wers --iniereeded in capturing ..the Frof living' andthe American standard DESPERATE FIGHT ill EAST-
his voice was scarcely audible. After trenches on-a front 20 miles lag. tak-.. . .• 
boiling stir in one cupful of flour, sift-
,urIng the night, but were repulse! in 
. .._ _. _,
touch while baking; bake in a very itpt
he had finished his statement he folded _lug s,even officOrti,.and 601 men pris3n- ,. ed. yse the same size cup for all. StirRepresentative Moore of Fennsv1-..._
wania ttepublican urged the House to his hands and
 looked inquiringly at the era and capturing nine machine -guns; Efforts of Von Hindenburg .to Cheek. • ,___ __ - 
thorougiily;'1/4-hen cool stir in tie eggs,
supper . the president and defeat the commissionere. . . 
. ..... ..alne smaller guns ant11%uch war nete one at a time, and a pinch of soda theRussians in East Prussia Add*
bill. • He declared that immigration Mr. Rocket:11er ---Spetiared . 
iiklisve- -tyri.i.• The-report also rays that tie .Fury to Attack. -7. I' -- *Tao of a pea; beat well, then 'dr
op in
had not brought had effects on wages aged considerably_ since -he last gave 
French made several counter-atticks London-Efforts Of 'German Field tin far enough apart so they
 will not
testimony In -Public_ He apoke-ittiely dand working cot:oil:ions in this court- Marshal von Hindenburg to cheek the
. Rosetites in East Prussia and the-C-er-- oven. This makes 
sine puffs. •
try and asserted _that the re:tricterne and '‘ .1Ia1 • He ii,..i.reti t:...t his leo, 
-each esetatuse 
Motive •was to develii 'a portiere of-hii---7-- Thr. Tryir v̀iiny` Trt .°131nian is lint pathians by compelling them to re-en- 
Filling foe Puffs.-One entif-iii dereet
Imposed In the bill were enntrary to ,
_tha.,___14teseteoetat  pi i., ,pie, _.,,upw-i fortune_lo the services  of_ 111S Lenoir- ,-!uc-11.-•414-ifis force their center west of Warshaw 
milk. one egg, one teaspoonful of com-as ,s going on at E('3'. _
Whicb the forefathers Icarit;d• this repuli. _men. - He said he regarded the-right !e.red_,P.,, •• . - - - -
ono Ton theline is of €d4.4 g " - -. e -- 4- has brought a-desperate-attack...Raga-' 'Slava:email and sugar to taste; flavor vvitb. .
• 11c7". 
- recind'ihe. charters of the foun4a-, •vultots-,11....laatat -ter and -61 absortitely n., meat after regiment. supported by
._,•••• - lions .as sufficient -guarantee against 1 ----stin4 eltlitr.on the generalresult ef great masses of artillery, have been 
.
, . th-e"-i--vaf -Ol'-on thee-titans of the lie-"•abuse of the funds. _ . •
Welrte-Leet ReoUtatien. 
- flung against the Ittessinn lines, and
.. 4 p .forThe spring campaign, a-- • -both sides claim to have inflicted great
-win lie• under Tray-Mil IvittetAn a. k e r
 Wagbialt°11*--i'rest'imt-711°Thas...„__ or POSSE SHOOTS jwysicutri few wi.alrc.. ni,w - rot. 10.-s14,*L pgzt_ pwis 
The -Lelrien %ailey rairroae lord i'res 
losses c.n their opponents and each re-
__
• instil French and Gcrman troops are ..._
-• ' i , • "..(he Germans 
Giers mansapparearnte_ hnolawkezerr.irteryhat etto4while
atc eenzer -Aettitk Opetr--Younn -"Naf-----sttoney
. ' pretty well "dug in'' for the wiriterr in
entrenched, and 'comfortatile to get 'near Warsaw. the Russians, for-Locatetrin a 'Farm --• positlons a:-.3-- the comma-riders on both' - •.-
-_:•_ •_ skies realize that the weeit enemy 
the present, are satisfied to hold theirHouse. - ,.-
, • ---- OW fare is disease. whieh will be hi- 
positions and inflict as heivy loses
es a Sat dish and pour over them this
• --•
'Au sta Ga.- llte--A N 1-ulbersoa it '1- Geee.ed
on their-advertades as possible. Neer
physician was .shot and killed about It- tin-l-dil-14'rd-Lowati-IQ-4, 
n'•'13011mvithe fighting has been fierew dredging' neat -I"- egg Fel" with
:-hard cainpaigns during the' bad weati-.-
-12 miles from here. while- making an er.•of roni-wiatler. .- 
and contintious ter weeks and the Rus-
alleged -atteapt._ ta_tlInkpLtitaM-1._e_Uf _ .... --MIMS 
r10101 to have taken one village
Eor whieb the armies have beat 41111-
'e--Peese-1644*aL9-eeekift -=_41-ree 14......retaft- Ste-Timer.- -- • - [eoliths. -
near Augusta, and was aboul 35 y,eare
lied woman; A cono,nees jury return. ..
ed a verdict of' justifiable honikide.
Cuibereon lived at Evans, it tettniet
the charge otrirsaultIng a yu.tin..g mar-. ,
! Tokyo. -- Japanese warships have 4.. jileanwhile the Germans have !lent
eeired the Norwegian steamer-Chris- stroneie-euforcements 'Oath to check
found irregularity in her papers, and of t!tet main range of the Carpathians,
thin Dors on the alleicatiorr-Ihrit--My the advance of Russians reported math.
She his *been turned over to a prize and are- thus again overtaking UP
. ____ . ' • • court.. f. plitin,.s 
of Hungary. . _
otsttRet Aide Unemjiii-- y..-;•_
Louisville, Ky-Each of th• more All Energy* War.
.4.9nPlun.---Premier Asquith presetzt-
ed a. resolution in the House .ei C-0-41
Germany's Large Potato Crop.
Germany has been the envy of Ire.
land as the leading potato country' or-
-the world. Nearly two billion bushels -
-Cream Puffs- = annually-lois been the amount raised •
One coffee cupful of boiling wiffor. sew the war., _ _




Neither would_ say .he believed the
Woes tiettlf-uoil- a enened le
e religions, -Poitttea/..or ' educational
beetr of the pliOnle Of the
States. A deifies Wili•omole ire-we
tare .of -mankind aØ that alone, they
said, prompted them to establish the
foundations whie'h bear their names.
'Widely dtfferehl was afi-lifitnnar-7'
which these two men faced the cone-
miesion and the audience, composed
largely of represent,atives of labor. So- .
cialists, individuals anti members of 1 battle line extending from the Nee . 
Mon of Borrffrvw.
the Industrial Workers ut the World. Sea to the Voeges. 
. The Russians appear, according to
jozPetrograd reports, to have crossed the
' ura near its junction with the Via-
and from a seat in tjje audience. an& Beetle claim- victories id considi !
iir. Carnegie went to (he witness Now, a.s at other times. -both Pare-
._ed tulit. and. working southward, to have
He was in a jovial mood, and his an- able importance and as has ha
rs -to ituesitene caused the audi- --before, both sides claim victory In ;h4.t : 
taken part of the German position near
erice and the commissioners- to roar eanie-action. -- = - . "--. . : 
Dakhova, south of Sochaczew, which,.,
with laughter, more._tha nonce. Mr. • This particular battle almost as he.4.1 wa
s the point at which the Germans
Carnegie enjoyed -that. When he left
--the stand he aid- he  _had
cmture4 several German. outposts.
Rows Due 111 FOR WINTER
statement. -which declares the Musco-
vite .armiee.-have crossed the Bzura
river aad-captured German positions.
.--Thie2",ja_the opinion of military ex-_
such a pleasant afternoon in many
years.
Mr. Rockefeller was eesisted to the
Witness stand 6y members of his_pir-
Patrol. Fight on Skia Spectacular Fee- &lent forces at-their disposal, break
turn of 
War in 811"--C-41* the deadlock in the battle in Central•
Mounts. Poland. since It threatens Gen. von
London.-It impossIble in view cf '-kilattetiburg  !lank, which is engaged
the coniradIctions the'Dirmin and -In the violent struggle immediately
French official statements to get 1,
to the southwest in an effort to break
clear idea of what is happening
down the Russian defensive in the re-





ott roofing. Iv lien you • an
get elle *Med by the Vest 
maii
tifaCIurar of rtesfigt building
papers in the wortit WI a sari
In Cost In the long a&
•
eusrameed In writing pets for I ph
10 years r.,r 1.1,r, owl 15 
of 
for 3 DU'
ente th* r.-so....adrility O eau bus mai*
•44f..1.1.4ttutd this au...ranter.
is the Isaabrst snd its •• lb* must reason
able. ssia by &Alen, eve.rywhers
i‘elleit CR/ llookt• Clime* All1111.11L.
nreadom. Adams Ory•Inuwl Dolma
It. lees Ciscraatt Gros C latatamip.a.
SSA Irrimisee S•arde Looks Members Slaw,
kient 'Wilson business c °edit ions
shrswed-an improremeut-and 'that--the
_ - -seade--worte_aiviui_us -trom-iste
In, traffic. They needed' less regula





iseine-Ced that he favors a full !Miele
_ _
tire investigation ai:4-1 'lean ng on the
application eiate.by middle west rail-
roada,for an Increase from 2 to
cents o'er mile for the pawienger rat. s
Is..1111nots.
-Keit ss-k,4.-h--Tb;.,...
Washington. -Members 'of the NA-
tiese5-5"Mati-hiqvior -A,:e4s4e- Ultf ptny.ed men _in leautie
c who reports at the ;it ball will
anted by _arty- president. Repreaenta-
tive-elect M. F. Fae.ey'claf..„Nalr, Vork,
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strong and Weak digestions.
-Long tlAr.ii- -g-=-Atout ZO-bnin*-
- partially pre-digests d.e
stairc.h cells for quick. ear'
assimilation.
Besides, Grape-Nuts sup-
plies, in concentrated form,
all of the nutriment of wheat
and barley, including the in-
valuable mineral elements









































(Copyright. Md. by Charles &Abases Sew)
SYMOPIIMID.
. Xt their home on the frontier • between
Pa frowns and Oray• Marts flatland and
f••• mottles, entertaining colon-el Weatituen.r•lInc•pf i h , .. ultra. ii.i.,
!lTr ittliIITE-etwas oferwriLittiLttett. Lea.ured- by • fall in lila aeroplane. Teo
.yearilleter. Weeterling, nominal vies but
reel chief of staff, telitforces South ha.
TIT, medli•tes on war, and speculates on
the compuratIv• ages of himself and Mar-
ta, who Is visiting In the Oray ',felted
Weaterling calla on Marta. She tali, him
of her teaching children ths follies Of war
and marital patriotism, begs him to pre-
vent war white he is chief of Chaff, sod
predleta thai„if he makes war against the
browns he will not win. On the march
with Ilia Mil of the Drowns Private 'Wran-
gler, anarchist, dowries war end Played-
ow res0tatitin and is pltixed under arrest
Colonel Lanstron overhearing. begs him
off. Lustros calls ea Marta at hew- home.
He talks with Feller, th• gardaloor. Marts
tails tAnstron that oh. iwilevira Piller to
t• RFT. Lanatron confesses If Is true.nstron MUM* Marta a telephone Whkh
_ Feuer h_M__c9r$Caaled In a secret peasage_
. _ Under the, tewer for use to Dement the
— 1Prowitilii Mar emadtganci.m. Lanstron de-
clares his love for Marta. %Vesta:ling and
ernatIonal affair to for-want warlike pa-
...
• °ray prender plan to use a trivial in-
_-_,,--.--.-.-_ rroclitnt in army and people and strike be-
doelaring war. rartow, Brown rhiat
L
. staff, awl 1.e.rfetscui, mad* *few, Meow*.
• trouble. and the frown defenese. Par-
reveled* his plans to Isanstron. The
Oray army crones. the border lin• and at-
 . 'arks. The firowns check them Art II-
- %try. Infantry, aernplanes and dirigibles
... lineage. Iltransky,, rising tepmake .
grifirFhTsT - speech of fils life. draws •
Oray nrtIllery nwe. Nicked by a shrapnel
splinter he goes Berserk and ifta0,,t.!4




This ,eas the very thing to whip
her thought* back from the -knoll. He
was thunderstruck at the transforma-
tion: hot color in-lier cheeks. eyes
aflame, lips curving around it whirl.
 ....' wind of words.
"You name the very reason why I
wish to Btu. Why do you want to
save the women? 'Why shouldul they
bear their share? Why don't you want
them to see men mowed down? Is
It because you are ashamed of your
profession? Why, I ask?"
The problem of dealing with an
angry woman breaking a shell tire of
quentIons over his head WI not been
ready solved In the captain's curricu-
UM Skit Other professional problems,
nor Was It mentioned in the edictal
--islietit the
Clalland house. He aimed to smile
soothingly In the helplessness of man
In presence of feminine fury.
"It is an old custom." he was sap_
- Inc but she had turned away.
"Lanny's plan-mow them downt
mow them down! mow them down!"
.he went on, mere to herself than to
him.
Was there nothing for her to do?
Could she only look on in a fever of
restlessness while action roared
around her? The sight of several au-
tomobile ambulances in the road at
the foot of the garden stilled the_
throbs of distraction in her temples
'with an answer. The wounded! They
were already comingln from the field.
She hurried down the terrace steps.
The major surgeon in charge, sur-
prised to find any woman in the vi-
cfrety, was about to tell her so auto-
maticalle; then, in view of her inten-
_,_ city, he waited for her-to-apeak.
"You will let us do- something
them?" Marti% asked. "We will make
them some hot soup."
He was Immediately businesslike.
No less than Dellarme or Fracasse or
Lanstron or Westerling, he had been
pre-raring throughout his professional
career for this hour. The detail of
oaring for the men who were down
had been worked out no less system-
atically than that of wounding them,
"Thal1 You. eral _We_thlea_
waste time," he replied. "We-must
get them away with all epeed so that
the ambulances may return promptly.
It's only a fifteen-minute rt.n to the
hospital, where every comfort and ap-
pliance are ready and where they will
be given the rig things to eat."
"Then we will give them some
- Levine!" Marta persisted.
"Not if we can prevent It! -Not to
start hemorrhages! The fleet doctors
have brandy for use when advisable,
and there is brandy in all the  ambu-
lances." --
Clearly, volunteer service was not
wanted. There was no room at the
Immediate front for Florence Nightie-
gales in the modern triachine of war,
"Then water?"
The major surgeon aimed to be pa-
tient to an earnest, attracUve young_
•• - woman
"We have sterilized withrc-' we hi--
everything," he explained_ "If we
. hadn't at this early stage I ought to
be serving an apprenticeship in a
- 
 vil-
lage apotheeery shop. Anything that
---;;;;;...111eans confusion. delay, "unnecessary
excitement is had and unmerciful"
Marta was not yet at the end of her
resourcea. ..The recolleetime of the dy-
ing private who had asks( her mother
for a rise in the last war fleshed Into
mind.
"You haven't any flowers!, They
won't do siiy harm.'eten if they-aren't
aterillsed. The wounded like flowers.
doe't they? Don't sou Sowers?
IAA! We've inlitIons!"
"Tem. I do. They do. A good Idea
Bring all the Sowers you want
The sailaor sergeon's smile to Marta
Ina Sot altogether on acoonat if her
,  1.- •••••••
....v.:if
- -•




THI Itiraamr LIEDGER, MURRAY KY
W1414'1114 wti tit _RIV*A_A_W-.0-_-W-tittijimenst.ja.:1116L14- Ls its lee-
post. • .1-bell, give theei hell!" -
"We shan't hare much more to ilialit•r Our kornesi: Apr In
tide station." sait..Misulmr Su ris.wu vet atey repeater:, irwar0w-Ins th4
.4tban. a plodding 
ai, 
.et Luiltatto wortia-ae-H--thtly-liorn Hie leder -OF I
:geigliel arrived.
--Put-indiarata- Anew-
CHAPTER XL not take much to precipitate Cares
He hiansktf filtrehat he had been oia
the (ialland Hewes that kneti-lielf a -lifetime. Ho look*.
- NW/ unit engrossed to his own al his witailt -and it was ay. o'clock.
irorliti---_Itvery Man taught bow a Weak Fur .serrea hours dais- hat held on.
Snit-war break .a chain and resigning Tire Grays' trench Was comp/eta the
himself am a link and only a link! ?be breadth of the elope, mor« r
captain of engineers forgot Martel es- were coining tie. The brigade some
'ilitenee as an error of his eubordinates wander of the Grays erg going te
make aure_lhal-the oast ebeh.tvs see.-
At test. Dellarinter glance toward
regimental headquarters showed the
flag that was the signer-for with-
dolabige---CatehLkwateeirinalialt-tet
arra ttitUtolfitlit:With ir
ea a litter The old see
geant was dead, a victim of-the colo-
nial wars. 17sed to fighting savage en-
'rules, he had been too eseetr in ex.
posing himself to a- civilized foe. Mr
had bees shot through the throat.
"Men Of the first section," Dellarme
called, "fo'u will slip out of line with
the greatest care not to let the enemy
know that you  are going!"
"Guing-golng! Careful! Men of
the first section going!" the parched
throats repeated In a thrilling whisper.
"Thote who remain keep Increasing
their -&et' called mnarnir .
"Cover. the whole breadth of the
trench!"
Earary fourth man wormed lilmatilt
backward on his atomaeb until he was
-below-the sky-line, when bew
Bina*. brought him to-bleafailr'
'eterted on a dead run down Into ik0
Valley and -toward • cut behind an.
other knollneross lite road--#011A-
(*.Attend house. This others iellowsd St
feravals.
_-_Liaewsweeeireateased-wed -Mr
ries of steps of. the Other garden tee.
race, behind a -breastwork _of sena-
conypanr 'rested.- Most of
Sallen airleare dirUie-ground
after Aintshing their antions, loge of
men-an .-azirimat-erxhinsinton7-7881193'
those &Waite -Were- tiro Wear-y, to Rite
to each other more thau nod and
.11-ad witnesaSdtoo much
-horrolaititt-rirty tai talk about it. But
eltratotk-y foraged. ' -
Slarta, coming out on the veranda,
sae him.
''You are tired! You are hungry!"
she said with urgent. gentleness,
"come In!"
lie followed her Into the house and
dropped on a leather chair before a
*bluing ttOge in a room paneled with
oak, wondering at her and at himself.
No woman of Marta's world had ever
spoken in that way to him. But It
was good to sit down. Then a maid
with a sad, whisontle-dtee.
eyes brought him -wine and bread and
cold meat and jam. He gulped down
a glassful of wine; he ate with great
meuthfuls in the ravenous call of
healthy, exhausted: tissues while the
maid stood by to cut More bread.
"When it comes to eating after fight-
ng-"
He looked up when the first pangs
of hunger were assuaged. Enormous,
broad-shouldered, physical, his cheeks
flushed with wine, his eyes opened
wide and brilliant with the tire that
was in his nature-eyes that spoke the
red business of anarchy and war.
"Say, but you're pretty:"
Springing up, he caught her hand
and made to kiss her in the brashness
of impulse. Minna struck him a sting-
ing blow In the face. He received it
as a mastiff 'would reeelvi bite from
a pup, and she stood her ground, her
eyes challenging his fearlessly.
"So you are like that!" he said
thoughtfully. "It was a good one, and
you meant-Tt. too."
"Decidedly!" she answered. -There's
more where that came from!"
Then little Clarissa Eileen entered
and pressed against her mother's
skirts, subjecting Stransky to child-
hood's scrutiny, lie waved a finger
at her and grinned and drew his eyes
together in a squint at the bridge of
his retie, ibattng-1-1"tinnir face that
brought a laugh. • •
"Your child" ElfWisky asked Minna.
"Yes."
"Where's her firatterT_ Away
tag?" •
"I don't know when he hoe •
..okr--1*--dteffed. 7VIUN that blow
for him at the same time as for mar
he pursued thoughtfully.
"Yes, for all of your kind."
"M-m-m!" came from between' Ids
lips as he rose. "Would you mind hold-
ing out your hand?" he asked with s
gentleness singuhsely out of keeping
with his rough aspect -- -
"Why?" she demanded.
"I've never studied any books of eta
quoits of polite society, and I am a
poniasserilt maktriginseetheir. anyhow.
But / want to kiss --a good woman's
hand by way of apology: I never
kissed (mein my life, but I'm getting
a lot of new expeetencee today. Will
you I"'
She held out her hived at arm's
length -and' Bushed slightly as be
pressed his lips to le--
"You certainly do cut thick slices,"
he said smiling. "And you cettainly
are pretty:. _he Added,. missing out -e
the door as jauntily as if he were ready
era. another fight ana 'just in time to
are the cokinel of the reelment come
sinund the itf111450. Ht stood at the
salute, half eroudly, half defiantly, but
La sowise humbLy. .
"Well, Major Dellarme!" was the
Ceilonel'e greeting of the company cost-
zitateder.
---_-_elealort" reclaimed Dettarme.
"l es. Partow has the pbwer. Thar
dr the at-later' have irtla crtaisee ak,
a•-• a major. Company 0 got Hige
ready and promotirm. 140; and yoil







SA! I let jytti teal. IL ea came out
Halt, lis atanatrt-rn etunned -sight ge
-nil: DO Pita liaises have bean Maar
es* here yoti are in the thick 41 It
again. Your company may change
eab Citeggigat
g Maoists Asa tlae. -




"Ileutil„-r-Thati /ire will tale Able
battalion sad I'll Lander lierullsr in
Alvery's, Tb4 foie, diy;-alirspriel.
The artillery has been doing ugly
work, but that kr all in favor of the
defensive. hi we can held tilted on
this floe till etertorrew noon, it's all
we want for the present." he eon.
dusted.
-Well hold theml Don't worry!".
put In Htranakr
If et/rivals had _souks* to a colons*
lb this it/lire:rut being.
spoken to,-it would hare been a glar-
ing breach of military etiquette. Now
that they were at war it was differ"
emit. Irea! comradeship between °ear
and man begins with war.
t "Ws shall, eh ?" chuckled the colonlif.
"You look big enough to iirld any-
thing, young man! Beer! Isn't this
the fellow that Lanstrun got oft?"
'Yes, sir,' anewered Dellarrne.
"Well, wasjoanstron fajta?"
"Yes, sir."
"Wonderful man. Lanstronl"  
"Hit Totowa Just a little too atechl"
-grewieiL
• -tr-- --r - -
As 1Pflie men rose front their
trena -tor the anal charge arid found
cut. the enemy had gone, an officer
•" Want to Kiss a Good Woman's
Hand by Way if Apology."
of the .brigade staff brought instruc-
tions to the colonel.
''The batteries are going to emplace,
here for your support in the morning.
You will move as soon at your men
have eaten and occupy positions 11-31
to B-35. That gives you a narrow
front for one battalion, with two bat-
tattoos in reserve to drive hem. your
attack. The chief of staff himself de-
sires that wit_take the Galland house
_before noon. The enemy must not
have the encouragement of any sue-
ceases."r seal  -;
"Sci easy for Westerling to say,"
thought the colonel; while aloud he
acknowledged the message with proper
nide
Before the order to move was given
the news of it passed from lip to lip
among the men in tired whispers.
Sinew dawn they had lived through
ths-lanpressions of a whole war, and
they had won. With victory they had
nbt thought of the future, only of their So He Got Wet.
hunger. After the nightmare of the Mother-Wby yeu run for
charge, after hearing death whisper,_ home when you heard that a Shower
•••• ;Et
5, INDIGESTION
Pape's Diapepsin" fixes sick.
sour, gassy stomachs in
five minutes.
world, end ut..14.-r it  lig twrzaiVis-- - _
fift Yeeeht-  Meer of Papka 1)ispapsta
froie any-siture and put your stomach
right. Don't ke.etr using miserable-
life Is too short-- you Ire hot hero
toner-go' make your stay agreeable.
Eat what you like and digest It; en-
joy it without dread of rebellion In
the stomach.
PePe's Drapepern belongs- -tn. your"
heme anyway". Should one of the fam-
ily -cat something which don't agree-
%Oh them 01-in case of an attack of
Indigestion, dyspepsia, gastritis or
dreangement-wt-dzyttmir
d‘riot Lb. rlls.bt, Ills hail& to give 
-ib.uick..I-relief knossaildt..
Tint. 1+ hi--dawartnixtga ttr stamina
Cele/as will go No indigestion. heart.
burn. 'mutat-es ter bright/mg of gas. &W.
or g.cactatloaa of undigested ftdA, ma
divritwrits. 'bloating. or-fout breath
rape's DielMie.sin Is noted for Its
speed In yegulating upset stomachs.
1(15 the surest, meekest and most eer-
Lain indigestion remedy in the whole
Easily Misled,
__"rm,- afraid Jubsou hegira much of
a vocabulary."
"If log should happett to speak of -
hie relief he'd 'probably think yrs*
were referring to something in tbe gas
. fore of a highball."
For She Liked Them.
scientists, the sense of smell In man,
_bfraitae of the aractice of !tinting. je
gradually' telog destroyed..
---Paerfee-41-etede larycerseippePit` The




Look, Mother! If tongue is
coated, give'"California
------ Syrup of-figs."
-Chlldr-en love this "fruit laxative.'
and nothing else Cleanses the tender
atomach, liver and bowels so nicety.
A-child simply will not stop playing
they becothmeej)°t7hilk-aatktly clotlIggPerdil"lied)tbil
044e; liver Tete sluggish, stomach r
sours, teen your little one becomes
cross, half-sick, feverish, don't eat,
sleep or act naturally, breath Is bad,
System full of cold, has sore groat,
-stomach ache or diarrhoea. Listen,
Mother! See Intohgue is coated, then
give a' teaspoonful of "California
Syrup of Figs," and In a few hours all
the constipated waste, sour bile and
ondigested food passes out of the sys-
tem, and you have a well child again.
Millions of mothers give "california
Syrup of Figs" because it is perfectly
harmless; children love it, and it nev-
er tails to act on the stotnach, liver
and bowels.
--Ask *t the store for a 50-cent bottler
of "California- Syrup of Figs," which
-113 ra. ifill al 
.directions
anirforfargrollawbni-elinp'schilpladreninly







Among the Elite.. -
"Then th_y_stevos }:".. 3 a fp mfly-
jar?"
'They occasionally have whit might'
be termed a family jardiniere. As aris-
tocratic people they only quarrel ilia -
very reflucti!wax."
ins for hours intimately In their ears,
they were too weary and too ,far
'lawn out of the adjustments et any
natural habits of thought- and ttnaltase
to realize the horror of eating theft
dinners In the company of the deed.
Now they were to go through another
tell. bat nifilitY a MOO 11W0
beeetlen were (*lefty erreeente4
'whether or not they should get aim
sleep that night. .
• • • • • • •
The satire of war makes the valet's
on a hero; the chance of war kitle
the manufantprers son and lets the
day-laborer's-won live; the sport of
war gives the latent forces of a Stran-
sky full play; the glory of war brings
Dellarme quick promotion; _the glam-
our aner iW-- itectacular
turn the bolts of the lightnings which
elan has mastered against man. Per-
haps the savage who learned that he
could start a reale by rubbing two dry
sticks together may have set fire to
the virgin forest and wild grass In
order to destroy an enemy-and eats-
eas coming itp7
Willie-Cause I knew I wouldn't get
wet.uniess it came Aown:;._
,ASHAMED OF HER
BAD COMPLEXION
Mini a nice. anti.otherwise attrac-
ve, giis a social failure beceuse of
her Peer complexion. If you, too. are
embarrassed by -a pimply, blotchy, un-
sightly sken, resinol will probably clear
Just try resinol soap and resinol
ointment regularly for a week and see
it  they do nqt make a blestiteLdiffer.
rum in your skin. Sold lor all drug-
gists. Prescribed by dectorg" for 2t
_yegia for most Skin troubles. Adv.
Hrs-Collac-aion. -
Wifa-aohn, the bill colleletor's at
the door. •
him to take thitapile
on my dealt-a-Pentiftate treat..
His State




self if be mistook the direction of the --wll- e.he Te04 rig-istwelens,-
• eraer-W-tialianda Omelette at areal - Limited.jouwfer 
when she returned up the steps to the . Ed-hi' sesens to be aeuiderte."-g to
house were of the wreckage the hot his mind.. _ -I
whirlwind - of war left "She was seo --1 r red -. Well  lie can't stray' far.
Inc fat net's staring and mothers ;keep- 
-...-- __.- .
Ing. 'Her experience with the ere-uncle ' Wise Is -1.114e-thip -
ed drawtng deep on the wells of sym-
pathy, heightened her loathing of war ,lietesc ,
and of all who planned avid ordered it
and led IL legions. She had been en--
gaged since dark in completing the
-iterk of moving valuable articles frogs
tee eeent to .,the rear mow -• tha-
lweg., wharis had been beam:, earl, ta,
the .agga by Minna and the riebehreaa.
rro sCAlkrtiglUghigh
# • • .
• I ..-- • t
stumblizet-.1)16,3k s.!
You ne,vez:.,caPtsll Maur 
who- write, 'pretty Weak love
elates a zia.tatht... .gramci hue-hind.
- And malty a 'chap talks lib* • wise
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caught his eye, IOW be went to caution
suggestion. "It ought to help anybody 
the sautes to cut closer to the ground,
an stump. gave vover fur riflemen. IVwho Wig ever wounded anywhere In
the world to have you give him a the time being he had no more interest
dower!" be was thinking in the knoll than In the wreekagge of
..ithaeirnasetat on armful of bloesorne _the-•_41144011
out of t fight. -
whleh  
and was back before the arrival of the
first wouoded man who preceded the After all. the Ittaill'esentsiafis single
stretchers on foot. He was holding, on the vast staff map--only one
up a hand bound in • white first-aid of teeny points of 11 struggle whose
bands;.' which had a red spot In the progress was bulletined through the
center. Those hit in hand or arm, if sifting') of regimental, brigade, dirt-
the surgeen's glance justified It, were lion and corps headquartere Walt de,
sent on up th• road to a point • mile sults to the staff. l'artow and Len-
distant, where transportation in requt- @true overlooked all. Their knowledge
stttoned vehicles was provided. Theme made the vast map live under their
wen were triumphant in their cheer- ei'811. But our concern is with the
fulness. They ware alive; they had story of two regiments, and partIcte
done their duty, stud they had the tarty of two companies, and that le
oper.arcoof o._f it In the coming souvenir. of
_Whole. multiply the conflict og___the
story enough. If you would grasp the
Sesseet the forms on feretcheraliad--Ibuil by SAla th°"aall• - ---
yescortd faces in unooneelouanees Of There had been the engrossment
their condition. Others had a look of of trettecendent emotion in repelling
wonher, of pain, of apprehension In the charge. What followed was like
their consciousness that death might some grim and passionless trance with
beLlillet._. The single worst ''flIssapetall" -trialgara-.1.1elithe off thaaslauetwelang
by .1k hospital-corps corporal tolkthe tolitS61101. Delliu•me
stair of crushed or lacerated features, down the fusillade from Pracaese's
in explanation of a whits cloth cover- trench and yet not to neglect the fair
lags how with body o_ted. targeta of the reserves advancing by
looked idiVILlies to the support of the 1211th.
Marta: woe more than at the gorram-Beinforcedvihe gray streak at the bot-
was good to see the hies of wpm. 'tom of ..the slope poured 11Ln-heavier
Ant. her eyes limpid with sympathy, fire. Above the steady crackle of but-
ane was not what she said but the letn sent and the whistle of bullets re-
epnke that brought emitter fli •eeived -r""r} the err Of "Doetort /306-
to here. Fee: ehe was no tor!" which meant each time thattig•
solemn ministering angel, but Mete other Brown rifle had been silenced.
_spirited, cheery, of the wort that the _The Litter beitrere, hard pressed to re-
jor surgeon would have choiten move the wounded, left the dead; Me
distribute flowers to the•tuen, Every ready death was a familiar sight-an
remark of the victims of war Mario its' article crt-datbalife" in -Willa' 1)07
distinct _and indelible inalresslon on (anneal men dealt freely. Tha_insiz
the gelailn of her mind. -...at fitranekye side had been lelted out-
"I like my blue aster _butter than right. He lay-- face down on his rifle
that yellow weed of youri, Tom!" stock. HO--eitp had fallen oft -Wren;
- "You didn't know, Ed Schmidt got it? -sky--put---11-...back on the man's head,
Yes, he was right next to me in the and the example was followed In other
line." cases. It- was a good idea to keep up
"Bay, did you notice Dellarme's
a enemy.  
show of a full line of caps to the
smile?' It was wonderful."
"And old Bert Straiten,: I heard Suddenly, as by command, the-
bee whistling the w'eddIng march as from the base of the knoll ceased alto-
be fired." gether. Dellarme understood at once
"Miss, I'll keep this flower forevert" what this meant-the next step in the
',Whey say Billy Lister will live-hie course of a tiyetematic, irresistible ap-
h_fek.YrikeibAt_ ItlegYV- - -Praacit'_bit.-4ittaildiar-atuaUters. It -was
"Once we got going I didn't mind, to allow the ground scouts to advance.
It seemed like as if I'd been fighting Individual gray spots detaching them.
for years!" selves from the gray streak began to
"Hole no bigger than a lead-pencil, crawl upward In search of dead spaces
I'll be back in a week!" ' where the contour of the ground would
"Yes; don't these little bullets make furnish some protection from the
neat little holes?" blaze of bullets from the crest.
"We certainly gave them a surprise "Over their heads! Don't try to hit
when they came up the hill! I won- them!" Dellaroae passed the word.
der if we missed the fellow that "That's it! Spare one to get aJumped into the shell crater!" dozen!" said Stransky, grinning in
"Our company got it woret1" ready comprehension. He seemed to
"Not any worse than ours, wo be grinning every time that Dellareneger!" looked in that direction. He was
'Oh-oh--can't you go easier? plainly enjoying himself. His restlessOh-h-h-" the groan ending In a clench- nature had fount, sport to Its taste,hag of the teeth. 
The creeping scouts must have slg-"Ilello,.:Iaket You here, too, and naled back good news, for groups begoing In my automobile' And we've gan crawling slowly after them.both got lower berths!" .
"Over their heads! Encourage them!""Sh-h! That poor chap's dying!"
Worst of all to Maria was the-ease 
Dellarme commanded.
Alter they had advanced tea: orof a shrapnel fracture of the cranium,
three hundred yards they stopped,:
shoulders and hands exposed In silhou-
ette, and began to wcrk fever
with their spades.
"Oh, beautiful: ' cried Stransky
"That ,baby captain of ours has son'
brains after all! We'll get them noe
and we'll get them when they run!"
But they did not run. Unfalteringly
they took their punishment 'while they
turned over the protecting sod in the
midst of their saws-died and wounded.
In a -few minutes they had dropped
spades for rifles.and_ ether sectione
either erawled or ran forward pre-
cipitately and fell to the task of join-
ing the 'steeled beginnings into •
single trench.
Again Dellarme looked toward mkt.
mental headquarters, his lited.theM7
iniilá not wholly maliking the appeal
in his eyes. 11. Grayil,bad only two
or three hundred yards to go when
they should retake their next charge hr
order to reach the crest. But his men
had fifteen hundred to go in the val-
ley before they were-Glet
Xtter 6.1i-brave resistance facing the
eizermy they would receive a hall of
bullets in their backs. This was- tie
titivido_withdetw If there wert age_
assurance of a safe retreat. But there
was no signal. Until there was, he
must remain.
•The trench grew; the day wore en.
Two rifles to one were now playing
against his devoted con:tinny, which
had had neither todd ffor drink since
early morning. As he scanned his
thinning line he saw a look of blood-
lessness and hopelessness gathering
on the set faces of which he bad grown
so fond during thitt ordeal. Some of
thosnen were crouching tee much for
effective aim. -
vi.,,
4-6Why--- DC? Save the
Weenier •
with deilrittin. in aralch
the sufferer's ineoherenee included
memories of childhood scenes, mo-
ments on the th-ing-line,-calls for his
mother, sed prayers to be put out of
misery. Irs, prod of the hypodermic
from the major surgeon, -and "On the
operating table in titteen minutes" was
the tinewer to. Matta's qateition if the
poor fellow would live.
Until dark. is groups, at intervals,
and -again singly, the wounded -were
eeminge Bs from a brigade front tit tire-
region where the rifles were crackling
and the shragethi rimier' were flanging
prettily over tee bilis; and sinstchere
were being slipped into place In the
•••••1*'' '
,
-See that you fire low! Keep your
heads up= he mated. For your
homes, your country and lean-nod!
Pass the word-along!" ,
Parehed throat alter parched throat
repeated the message hoarsely and
leaden 'shoulders raised a trifle and.
Ideal matted eyelashes narrowed sharp-ly en the sights. ,
"Tor the matt In Ear growled Strap-
sky. -ret the favor of nature at birth
that gave us the right to wear tree-
- _
-
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stetorsd at 11.1 p.41,441104 at Murray. Ktnitucay, for transmission through ed changes and improvements, laid in frontof his birthplace, on
and when this committee . Third stpeete-berween Clark ands=
ports follow up the luggestions. 'Washington!. Vobb first paw the -
that things wouliVsloond end light of-floy&te 4. 1M7. 878 The
I differnet. Tbestreets run- _tablet wits laliLley the pal "t coin.
nine north-end south-should be mission, In conjunction with ao
numberel and those running emit number of others marking hie-
and west Should be classed the torie spots. -
tti• mails as second glass mattor.
Fktittl'ARY ir. Itta - - •,.
- - ANNOUNCEMENTS. ' PrOaliet, a state-that-is prostrate
- • because of lack. of shipping fa-
For Corsitmowcalths Attorney eillties -WitEWhich to transport avenues. and be named in suchrl - Among theMett Ind events eo
, - 47.1 :1,11.1.(1:1!ell !.I ftnn.‘tit 1 
a er staple mar e
, - , , world. For -Several year% -11 re'.
• m inner that when a felks °tared arireirprf l'aduke's
away from home he'll- rro rave; thaehargeof Ft.. Ande_ ekes . J Kr. 14 
A!.4.VNL•4411.1ftt it, 441 t ,
f ident of that good commorti. . Itr<1.111••••<<11 1 ir 1,4'. , ashamed to tell the name Of son ; Forrest's „. bivouac; lay in. . - a.* a candidate i,,1 th.` Pett,14,f'.fitiff'.1. wealth, haw we know those MeV -
VI 1 dr 1,11.0r344411c111-
rioniniti, oll It.11 l ,..i'li'”Ilt11/-111t4414,40.1.41, "owe:tires __,,, _
.7"1-1 au-, 
.9f S1.5ilterit_Znielj..r.1.11,retsutheass,street on whichle-Tives. --
• rine ease under -the•-ehicr-river;orkeotudiy, a.,Ne..1 I.. um aoine-ef poon the traitor arid makemops An "incident' occurred at the hi-titian& of Lynn Boyd, Buch-- too veinecratie setrearss Aug-17'14' of thst flick of hair when he re- 915. school building the past week anan's secretary of state: land-
We are au tionibid to. •atinoun'oe. Invalvta his nail" naltn and that should serve as a warning ing of George Rogers Clark ex-again comniences his siren songI loN. Denny r. suoirtet cielz, iiv • and cause the board of trustees iedition; one story house with
its • isineisste ree We Democratic of coociscoe scessr. . and faculty to take immediate two story porch. - Mentioned by-nominates. for tIorentoiiwtaTtlirti-TA-t- _ .., .  .
-ere is a spleirdid article' In steps to avertswhat.Might terml- Dickenrisreadiog_of_Grant's pros.terilsy sr the Thir-4 4 utneliti thr$414' I Th
this issue of the LedgerregYer lite a holocust, snuffing riamatfon-to-the- south: ' raising
otlientiueky„ aLhjert. to the action_of-. 
the. IhnouCtati.. I.ritnar). ' Aneto.t.
1911 out the lives of scores of chit- of first Confederate flag. in Pa-ing the law to-regulate the
- sue of opiates, and it it dower- dren. During school hours a ducah ; birthplace of Ed Murray, ,
StaPar te Str_ator. mg of the attention of every valve on a radiator in the room builder of. Ericson's Merrimac.
.  
we ate. „mot, gr,ro twriativico- druggia:croctor iu-ca *map. Ti----owimIRt ry-the second-gra,WISiliibrelii-‘veie paid for by the
zia=-„sirtntreirt-tratl.. ?Atm - Ileff piety we mayitin judge,blew off front-erts-overcharo of -city at the request of the park
_ 111.LE. K% resent on the bootlegger, and hie steam and filling the room caw- commission. wbieh collected the
•• 01O-lit2-1* Alt.. 1 tem.), rat 1.•
 _hkale_ Senator fr.,111,1lefsriotnybqllinAML-mterbcs-Proll-a--verftablePL.-'ie nrnOng-the-filateeint-glaantti-theni. 
_ Sttn_atotitt t tt'L of Ken- erly arraigned, but there is more children. and causing almost
e • i I t I . 1' . o'ri riT4 Juk" limn '-'un a one • . • .
needle than there Ilia lefty bar. lug. In some of the deP8P111"404 -7.1aiYnO,stl...CtVioutgl hfintetimedt hay
-Chilhas rmecob;g1..
f 
For CirciOt-Court Clerk. rels of boodle boore. teachers cautioned quiet, whileatbars.4bay_adyis04.papik-rornixed advantages over-most .. -
•a
---f-L-WeereeettZked es SflittttlItte The payment of $20,000.000 jump from the windows. --Iasi, 'eines in uw. for coughs tied
4-
4 . I • - - ••
T. (.3-. a...0 \ StS) 110-i 'stock dividend to theisse*vokLivisek4be,feattit_mit.h...bwee,beesp eolde.,----IS--Jess- -eats supprces, ••••1 ;sr r 1 --orSe,r-Aeiuenomination f.a Clerk. of rtie vireiet & Company has been authorized had the occurrence been afire in cough but loosens arid relieves itcoin t , s ...,,n a the .4",irratte„...int, ny the directorss-- a 'big lemon-cedditY -is litnalling to _ehins.,'It aids exeectorstion and opens
- -- • of esif-eray- t otinti% etihject .to .
-  iary.-,..boort41  4,91a - - - slicing for whielt the vountrysir-freedrillbelle-rakielted-in noads_the secretions, v/hich enables the
• s





 many pupils as are in the mur. --counteracts aiy -thr de ncy. of a
„
, Vardeman's hair should have - And say, s9n, we've rat a few
beepsiuffiettant.-------- _li here *alf _ sa y -it 00'4- 4oy h_
' -re do my business any goofi to ad-"See zsiat-- the hog drinks -
Honest injun, we 
this time.  Id as conittently- as - to-.--un
enough.v. reads a headline in an . vertise." ' - adult. FOI4Sle by all dealers.
- exchage. They generally d o; have. ake Your Own Healing Rowdy at. Callaway; Wake Up!that 's what-make. 'ern hogs. - .. . -it begins W dawn epon tire - Home.
A bartender of Paducah  corn- When Senator. Camden was so Monroe county i*prepeeleg-to. . Buy a 50c bottle of Farris Heal- -
mitted suicide last _week by : nice ard so generous to th--- !nate ing Remedy. Add to it --as,pint ask for borne of the slate atdroad
shooting himself in the head. press by furnishing each paper 0f Linseed Oil to make a healing fund. _ . -
of cost and expreseprepaid,an;l
frPeseil.-oe-addste-.-itespound of lard i The--flgenizenn!tsnVEUrdisi'
unty is preparing Ite appropriate
Pan ream,. Guees_he thougsto, an electroti-eed statement, 
he would he compelled to drink or a pound of vaseline to make ,
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ous. To allow y
tinue out o
••4110,
IfT•Our hens would only lay
,pAinted to-this important place. ' , when eggs were high. WhyCamden to thelenate he possi- ere were five applicants arid - - ----474 shouldn't they? Some hens do.bly made a vied inyeatment from Mr. Hale seems to be the lucky Corn. Mad? Use __ 4The hen that lays has a heathy. a personal standpoint. but -•the man.-Mayfield Messenger.-se - pink tongue and gip. Thotte not
. 
.._ folks of Keetucky who have mil-,i, The Ledger extends  condolence 
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ant who fails, to use print 
' -
every t tution attended by as syetem throw off a cold.h 
.
tipns and decided to end. tbewhele
thing-in•a less horrible manner.
• , •
Thexaragraoh man of tho,-St.
Joseph -News Press declares that
- every family is a menagerie-
mother is a deals baby is a lamb,
_ Johnnie is a kid and father is a
: goat -Elkton 'Times.
a •
not be-a eaatOfiater-li'overflor I Sixteen 4•outices -of -the Healing then apply to the state aid fund
in the .August- primary.-it was Remedy for harness and saddle for $12,000 more.
just a little smear of goose gape, barbed vote cuts-, scratch- Tdecal court of Christian
grease, it forerunner heralding es. or any liurt..or. pore where countiat Its meeting last week
his intended :desertion of _the the skin is broken. -postiveiy adopted a resolution asking forparty in a time of dire need. He gifaranteed thibest made. Make state aid under the new law, for
allied himself with- the -c u t - ihfaveet home. By •doing you the construction of a toad 16
throats of the senate against the $200 worthefor 50c. - sex. mtles-to the Caldwell 'county lineFather is correctly classed. administration 81I1 n purchase ' ton B on *hat is known as the Prince-
' ton road.
- works? - learn that it is dangerous, instl Chester A. Singleton,  postmas- . _$12•000 wa- s_ appropriated by
fact first aid to piraCy. to place ter,:merihant. journalist. is -a- the Union countv fiscal court last
. -, -- -
_
Mot he the butt of the whole bill. When all political parties
In cumlection--WIth.a te.milhonalre± in pn 41t1On e gain st Posher= ar  -the liezel--mee:ts ke-giesp eeue....wureprb 1 Athjtor the mass of-the-iseeple._,Nerisvollisumittreharge. of -.the-. towaittllitittY11111!  --tas Passed a nleasine forbidtng then Bath traitorous-Conduct ae.oaPeflast week. George l'Bing- state aid road fund to build rockany citizensrec.eivieg more than canide litAria___Ale_sat isaneand-family have _moved_ to roadeje that county.- To this the- one (lime of rkflor ,from wi0oRt knoam.- :Paducah after being residents state will add $12,Q00, making.- athe Stnte_eadr:r_rtf; ronesont . it Os Hazet the 
past. le_ase„.•-•-d-titygit' totarof $2.1.000 to be used -in• Per moth sounda like--an inch Word has comesfrom Washing- which time he was 1---n charge of constructing roads, 
office fight at .111ayfield-the-P.315 °vett 
the Nreivs. will continue 40c awls& Egir.li.rtingswith the 0 spot. . ,
and that svithen a few stays Mr. publication of the "Hogwallow




ly, but we are convinced that if Federate-, "Gallery ef !pm."





eot as tipt• .best rem-
ills atid-Feretw and all
the city council will appoint at , 
L _---.
committesto be composed of one Paiticah, Ky., F4. 4.-4rvika-7------ I- 1-jf Ilg\-., ---mimr-
man ands tWo ladies to name Cobb was added to Pad u call' i ,.. _...._ WOEF
the streetanf the city and other- Tgallerv -of fame today • when a - II' -
wise pointbut some much needgibrovse and concrete tablet war 
, stood the
4.00... ji44jAlr. . - edy for
• - 1 ', 0B,inieli:ustriedanahraid 'Matliriat.D-sokiiseasest);
your druggist. _ _  f-- --- ---  
ray school and the Ledr--WEOId to reaiilt-in jitieunioniti-.'It
!levee soili-eilttentlont thh-urd he contains no Wain or other nay-
hem shiesijnasseeshare-401 at4ëotic. and -may be -given_ LI_
 anst-see-hee-getshosy•--:-  , .














or Byer to con-
r• d is to invite ar.
settoisschrtnic Assts. -
Whenever you live the slight-
est' symptoms of liver trouble;
It harmlessly and mildly by tak-
ing LW-VER,-LAX, the natural nn
vegetable compound that is re- BR -Ii. ji
placing calomel everywhere. It t -
has all' the Et ffectiveness. not the PHYSIC!
effect of calomel. 1-Irreist on get-
ting the original LIV-VER-LAX,
bearing the likeness and signa-
ture of L K. Grigsby, which is
guaranteed to give satisfaction
or money refunded. • For sale by
dreg•gists.
Stella Steroscopes.
We are having patly of mud
keit at this time. ,
-Rev. J. C. Rudd filled his reg.
tater appointment at Goshen first
Sunday. BOTH 'Pl-1.01VF-S
Mr. Asher Story has traded
his cow and calf for an organ. K1RKSEY, - KENTUCKY
He decided it was too 
m
muddy to
milk and had rattier have. usic 
anyway. • , socs•cssocseroo.cs•cD•c'sele
We had a musical entertain- 
merit in our little village Monday D. F. B
night- Thepjavers were me- ,
icing tor the fiddlers ST
Untie Albert Hixon won the blue;
ribbon, and _declared ,he
have " One better if he could
have had-a little more vinegar.
-R. B. Rogers went home eating
crying hire his heart
was broken.
Office in Farmers &
Merchants Bank Bldg
MURRAY, - KENTUCKY '
I Dr. H. H. tggess
rea hav.stti a
on, constipation, •c••c=;.•cs•osscs•csocsno























Miss Maud Cochranis tame},
•
•
mg a music school in ,thin. local- -.
1
-_gtrzFaTitPed to starther li 'Ter and Ity.--Limg Tom._ 
___
Assecaaifi ' 
 ___t. start the eggit.-Seston, tiros. itise Sale: at Mells__  _
:- -few Entrants is Race. 1 Mayfield,-Ky., Feb. 6. -7- The _The Barrels _-....,-. ,
be-l'iatufmngteetthsio.vied .wks:itihns- er301:tifitioticinhe
has annUunced hie-ciedidacy for ale of-teWege..at the warehouse
co_n_l witii, . - sicrejn- - -- _ -In the Pliov o;eilurs
i - JOsige Joe L. Price. Of Benton. this morning held II- loose kaf --
and Lugs of ' '
STEVENS IT
Double
G2nd district, composed of l'itar- -pounds




• '•• .. *-&- ' -. • Price's entry makes two men the-tobacco, as an average, - ..e ems •s, i444,
Ca"... N'' .7 1 els. - " from- Marshall and telfern Pa- nnly slightly--abOve medium, 1 
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1116•••••••••••  0•••• Death is Desiwatiss del Roll.• , •
1 LOCAL and PERSONAL
Dr. Henske Now a Marray Citizen.
Frankfiatt: Ke4- irab. 9. -I-low Dr. T. J. HenalOirretiirldilirg•
•Sal•*&111,1141/101••••••• rapidly the soldiers of- the civil isn---bieome
• • . • ;war are passing away is shownrettz- arid durtarthernartr ape
Vernon Stubbleflerd woo the by the Confederate pension roll; -WW erect e handsome- home on
guest of his slitter in Hiekenen, from which 286 barium; of a total,Iestitale 'greet which will he
- KY.. the latter part of the past, oeguesi have been stricken on !occupied by fiimselrand
week. - account of the deaths of the'peneqn- tberrneantime his family wilt
Du-mai Scott left Tuesday for Moiler, in the last two and egg- remain at Newberg. 'Dr. 'Hens-
Florida where he will spend ten half yeets. Altogether 445 of lee comes to Murray to assume
days or-4w. weekieliaing .theee who -applied -for •theieuties of assistant 'cashier of
the country. . •• have died. In addition t the Ahetariners and Merchants Bank
Mn. J. D. Rowlett and sow dead; twenty-four Derisiopers-wheie he is now located. He is
Thomaii.:_nrst in Paducah ilia have been dropped froWhe roll_ione of the best known citizens
west the Iwo of her poitritto, I because they moved from -th-oTiii the county and 41111 conducted
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. WhltefteM fitatoor eon- large business at---gewherg for
lifiss_Razzie Sal federate home, leaving -.2,779 on many yeses. He Is a man ofe _
tha fon at present. Wide business experience and
reinaikfor some time un- since the last tristrihution of one of the most successful men
dirgoing treatment for tubercu- the fund a large number of new of the county, and is splendidly
names %ere added. In the list equipped to discharge the du.loafs. •
appears that of Winston M. Wat- ties of his new position. The
Eczema opr ds pidly: itch- terfield, of Murray. mercantile business at Newberg
ing slmoist driv made For will be in charge of his sun Bo.
quick relief. Ointment ig Colds Are Often Most Serisas. --: Stop
, 
dine.
well recomm d d. • 50e lit all Possible Complications.




al dart of the 'Past week guests
• of her parents, E.- S. Diuguid
and wife.
Miss Maggie Houston was the
- -guest of friends in _Martin.  To 
nester, -- Abe latt7r-part--01 the
past week, returning home Mon-
day of this week. 
John W. Williams. for the past
 • Tere/Iti-Mrkfilfilliiklltr_d
and a canditiate-iiie the Ono.
eratic_nomination for
in the last primary, has -
to Louis to reside.
W. T. Sledd and H. B Gilbert
left Tuesday afternoon fur Pen:
bacola, Fla., =near where the/
are in terested in extensive him-
ber enterprises. They will be
absent about ten days.
Efq. J. T. Futrell, formerly
known as the "mirrying squire"
of Fulton, who it now living on
his farm_near Knight, Calloway
- ettnty; Is spending-a- few days
L.-.-hertonAmainess.- Fulton Lead.
.--1--LeaaardX2eleilitilL.-, or Dan-
- - vine, Va.. a-termer resident of t°241 fired tvireFthlire7Thillithe
more girls were hit.-this county. has been the guest
The bride saw her father's er-of relatives here the -past week.
He addressed the public-school rot end iee--to her --friends' -aid.
Tonight it was stated all wouldI Tuesday rnerning and advocated
recover. McIntosh was placedthe candidacy of H. H. Cherry
in jail.
A Texas Wonder.
The Texas Wonder cures kid-
ney and bladder troubles, die-
ing the bathe of those famous solves gravel, cures diabetis,
epring in hopes that he will be weak Lnd lame b cks, rheuma-
Cured 441'6144e, 'rheutnatigni& •of then, und all ir of the
whiehlie'naa been  aufferingiur Itidneykand bla, ler in both men
the past few weeks. and womeR. . gulates bladder
Wm. Douglaa. aged about .69 troubles in .ren. If not sold
years, of the Browns 
di* 
by your drug .4 t. will be sent by
tion of the county. fil MonaBY mailer° neeip
of this week and the remain" smell bottle i: t
were laid to rest Tuesday in the ment, and seldom
Antioch grave yard. Mr. Doug- a cure. send f
bustneei wey.---The head OT the
family,ConradHell. mice cream
manufacturer, has Signe reading
Go-to,Hell for ice cream,"scat-
tered throughout the city. Ama
other sign. reade. "1.4c .er
from Hell is guartri teed pu,re and
cooling." Still another bears the
inscription. "Have Yee been to
ikli? It 'e the cooiest _piece lip many of your readers.
Ferrell." When a stranger en- We have the biggest riVei we
ters Main street he is startled have had since 1913, but is fall.
by a big 'Ilillboard reading: ing-
"Hell is here: don't miss the The health of tIls seetion is
Place." A block farther down good with the ex eption of Mr.
the street this sign is encounter- Kelton who is ale Mes. S. -J Pool Pool St , titan.
ed, "You wilkfiLtd everybody Willis :Fielder lost a fine ray, Ky:, *aye: suffered from-
there on a hot-day; Hell is al- horse last week with blind stag- kidney troeble., I wan unable to
_ Tht disregard of a Cold has ways open." The big sign which-gem - 
Mrs. Irwin Kirk and daughter, Everybody who is afflicted
of Parisi. were in the city sever- 
often bright map, a regret, .  . . attracts most attention however Mr. Jef0 Hodges lost a fine cow all tfred ou - This made me tier-
The fact o Sneezi g, Coughing, with Rheumatism in 
any form .
is tn-front of Hell's place of bus-4alsouseliaturday. She chewed unna-and• Att -
or a fever, hou .be warning, 
should h all mean‘ keep a bot-
4iiight blurred and I often became
enough that o spitem needs 
tie of Si n'i Li n3ent on hand. neni.* ,It repreatents .a young too much tobacco.
couple eating ice cream and the The tobacco buyers have been 4 dizzy. When I stotiped, I had:1 he mini you eel pain or sore-
., ,.. Certai
I, most serious.
„n' . ..-1. el• . •
Tseiirl Serenaders Shot.
174)•-
uty t -himself to
mist by do his '-'t. Dr.
Kin 's New Discov








J. B. Hay left Sunday for I-lot
Springs, Ark., where he will re-
main for some several weeks tak-
Lexington, Ky., Feb. 8.-Ten
young women are in a danger;
ous condition at Co* Creek, Lei
county, as the result of being
-shot- by Wittlderntosif,Afinial-
thy land owner.
Miss Mary McIntosh was mar-
ried Friday, and Saturday night
a seore of her girl friends went
to the home of her father to give
her a surprise party. The father
taking them for serenaders, fired
into the party. Some of Alio
girls fell at the first shot, while
others started te req. ansi Mein-
las was a widely known citizen testimonials. Dr. E.
of that reAion of the county.
Dudley Johnson and Thomas
Fain have purchased- the Ben
Johnston -and Toy___Jacicson cafe
and have moved it into the C. L.
Morris building on the east side.
' recentle-rarated by Parker and
Perdue. They have a nicely
.equipped- place and will-demand








2926 Olive Street, St. Louis, Mo.
Sold by druggists.
nail May Lead te Arrest.
. • ...1•11L'e
muse ts-
it with  Liniment Do
not ralL ' 4oriiiVpenefraTeri-
almoatitimi :. • :ly right to the
seat-of pain. re 'eving the hot,
ak-
in_g the  par easy d comforta-
rthi;
ment for , cents any drug-
eist and litty.-1,111- 4 . -house
*Mind -CMS; Sort ,1--Swollen
: "Hell for mine.,
V .
by ifiesil eppiteriiteris, as they rani
not reach the diseased portion of the•
Tube.
60160, "iletTe
:•• , • •••
• ---_-_, -_ :_..
The Hifi ?sadly.  --At last - - wethay c a rtr good enough to
arantine for Life--The Damen ram!ly.---nt--.#id:L7-1-----7--;---.-
fitne.kids fair to lose its renawn..„-. -
hillicovery of-the lie fatedtri----!-----
In the town al Farrell-Pa., Nifir
hit the. UM-tad-Stites Steel Co.- ,
Members of the Heil family aro Shumall- - f  $2 75nottrarime to eslitg theneme-insrl,----- te S Tungsten .
Sizes arid shapes to fit eny face and adapted to any Ward.
•••-• roe klas sr --.. 4 .
Sexton-Brothers, Murray, Ky..
Knight Nighties. FACT
--A few Heins from this Arctic,
inp--peeeibiy. be 4)f interest -faecal Etelesica=.--____=_
_
_fyisienceilhat can ba verified.
Fact, is what we want.
Opinion is not enough.
Opinions differ.,
Here's.a Murray fact.
You can test it,
.4
f
the-Anet-ireek. They got, sharp twingei In the small of - --
most of the sori-Ttobacco. Va-ck.-- I used Doaars Kidney
kind they want-.424119-seti-ther-Seve-itetut r. 
Woodzileidy made a eakting,:stt.WE-. - -
trip -to Tennessee Sunday andit4imPprilcey atOkc.foart allkdiedaleyrs.reDmoz'yt
aereee• 
The river road frotit ;same-got Dthaoant'i_i miKidneymagPills-hatly
Ym4a-i"."*"te4-1̀wi • -Foeter - Props.,"the, season. • ,
Buffalo. N. Y.Sam Marr and Henry Willoug-
' 6 •
#
been changed. and Ulous Melton ;  jatiker:c.4ked
if not sateified. But it does tOve4,khlg tub_ttr,st.T.i.itOtilit aormai
•
as put up a tobacco box and ti owned by John Wicker, located '
restauran t ...,.... :
cep-
- . „„.,Lorr Devit' .eereet near the station,-_- •`4ABS t a mail boxalmost instant relief. Buy a bot- ditieereeesnik will ti•-  fieriiiiiied for- 1' - i • -
tie tecity. 'ever; • iiiiie 'caries 'out AL-tea isre Joe Abh killed a fine hog Sat"-!-Sfas-destroyed-liy- 'fire Monday •
esseemt by catarrh, witiettlynething tiraay and he has been...laughingtt asight at about-ntelock togetherJudge White Dies at Bardwell. . but ail teaaniect eoudition ot the everlince.
mucus anriaciis.-. .' .I. with the entire _contents, It
we sou give One _Hundred Doi; W. B. Hodges has a fine set of , is believed that the. _place was
tars irtT Ivry case of deaf-newt mond 4eeth. -and -Y-san-.-ang14,-to see : entered-by-thieves and- fired to
by catarrh] that cannot be cared by him„ grind grub with them. cover the tracks. A bucket con-
Hati's catarrh cure. -Send ter eir- Bowden Butlef has been ex- tarn-tug a spin-thy of canned
posed to the muniand 'he is gontu,---c-i ka etc.. was found
n %ol-re-riarantined in his home. near the building Tuesday morn-
-For fear that-T trespass upon ing. The property was insured
vour spuw and tire your readers i for 500.
- ecim-of-ni----an rirlIt  •
-........... ,New Mill at Cherry. Wave! Alderson and hitched to.*
wagon ran away Tuesday morn. .
We have in ell• i a new grist lag andcollided with the_Muee---
dition gradually grew worse.
and reed mill, will grind ray 'Furniture. &Undertatig
In 1896 Judge White was ap. zens. He is seriously consider- 
.met a large number of our cid- every wednesd
M and f 
and Saturday. .'s hearse, demolishing one of
ea l 
',
pointed judge . of the court of ing the advisability of entering pay 95e f origooai 
r 
Co
., . ---, Will ap- other damage resulted. The team 
sale. Will the large, carriage lamps. No • '
appeals from this district, which the race for state senator and tweet; d .
place he held until 1902, being while 'here created a viery favor- Hen 
trial -
. • 
Allister katarted .from the Hay lumber
succeeded by Judge J. T. Nunn. able impression upon our people. 
2114
fbthe hotne. of Mr Will 
During the past few% yews he Prot Thorn is a splendid chris- On Thursdaynight of last week 
W._: Hale, who has just been
.has been engaged in practicing tian gentleman, a former super- 
 appointed postmaster at May
n of -Major, ft. S.Henry, one mile 'North, _of___Btic- :field. is a*wand had a large clientele. intendent of schooln-,-of -Trigg
-
A Ch 
tucounty, arairauidge.-i-keide to hanant was destroyed -by -104...i Hale a:-.1%idnaniall -41Lkitirs
emist Discovery. enter the race will
.
.prove a mo!st The fire had gained such-head.rrie-&-Diiguid,11.--11.' Scott and'. 's
-. B.__ . Thomes a retired diem- formidable candidate, and the 
way when discovered that hard-iand the Hale family of this city.
it of entuc . like all Ken- Ledger predicts witt develop a ly anything was saved. The loss --
ept e fine horses. strong following. . was about 2.-000 and insurance .
rs noticed that his amounting to $1,000. It was one
ck and shining in of the nicest homes in-that cam
munity and was practically new.re other horses
told th 
To the tobacco growers of Cal-
-Tway' and adjoining couties:- The nextnuinber of the lyceume em
tha , he fed his We are now ready to make lib- course will he given at the opera
gave them some of eral advances oafl tobacco del house next Thursday night, 18th.
B. A. Thomiss' -Stock •Iiyered to us in agd keeping ii- Mr. Toni Hendrick', in his great
, i_puneilsee  _Proof_ _Pete_known all over Ken-  is that the
Benfon, Ky., Feb. 4.- A ws- ho- take e in h
and farmers, :ba should be in geed order to 
orses or cows - 
pie." Mr., Hendricks is one of
in 
men c*?
OA, believed to be the one
-he Thanking-you for Your pasit.pat-
Or sheefe We sell it on-theinon 
n.. the highest -market price, the most splendid platform phil-
from theeBenton postoffice t ey back basiie-SexterrBros. renege. and also _thanking-. you 
esophers on thestage.today and
in
bbery of December -8, 1914,  
and his human _nature •study is
New &wok for Pasir Tr skis: TI idvimee forany baldness you -reeletiewtti",7-44tithemor.as been found by police author-
ities, assisted by Deputy Sheriff might give us in the • future,' we 







„ -_,.- • -
• 1.1 77_ .1-
af_41.9_.0 one tuckians,
months' treat- His neigh
Ha to perfect horses were
Kentucky 
e the spring









-W1144-1./reiti&illi °tiled Ton irs‘v1
rimhttersentrat hby have invested a dollar each Bakery--
end when it ieet Telyrreectlhosedear. in a matl box since the route hasjoints, Lumbago, Sciatica and deafness la a result, atid unless thelike ailments, Your money hack• ill nabiii1444,11 -euss-hei-Sakerv-out,--and
rest well- in-The
Bardwell, Ky., Feb. 5.7-After
an illness of two months -of the
grin _and Paralysis Judge James
D. White, aged.„134. one of the &liar. fLee -1







but he was not considered in a •
dangerous condition until- the Prof. B. E. Thom, of Cerulean
first stroke of paralysis came last Springs, 7,11 in Murray t he
WedneedeV, after which his con- Oast week and-while he was here
.
  been located at Waverly, Ky., =dims, - regarding where the & St L. trainsibecanie effective
.for the past several-'- -months pistol was found, is being- with., last Sunday. Oily slight changes
practitizez 4nedicine._ _thrived' held by authorites. in the hope; were made in the arrival and de':
here the first of the week en a that Criminal evidence may be ; parture of trains from this plac
 visit to his siautises. It ' -
_,, ble that be will conic to Murray
-----.7"LI --..- And locate permanently.
John lt1c714e:oan Ieft:Iliestlii-Y his statement was also 'kept ,aidaYa-- -
. mottling for Nashville, Tenn.. secret._ Startling-development/5! The northbouna trains are due
-.7 *here he has accepted a posi- are expected within the next; hereat the,fellowing times: 7:27
--,---tioil as reporter on the Nashville few days. i a-tn.; .1220 p. m.. and 7:20 p.
- Tennesseean. He will report the --How-ti-prevent .,,,,___ : 1 nt. - Booth bound: 8:53 a m.:
_ legislature proceeding an4ettier-.._ ,. _ ___ _ 7"'"' 320 .p. in, and 7:20 p. in,__ _
Conlin 1 ivints- riiit_-_-_-theiriisvise assist in local work. Ilia i Mrs."SarA Wimberly, of Dyer,
-f; !lily will remain here Pk:, the shadows ore.". i I': i atiI ,1 h e _i__ 1-8 all" , Tenn., is dead.. She died Dee.
- .........--1- - - - ..:7-'-... ciallip4rue
, 
,  tactrakTV,... I. 1914  it tWe-sge-of-00 yeans.





Anew schedule stile   _ _Yours-WK.
Winchester, Roberts & Smith.
--The day of harsh physics is
gone. People want mild, easy
exaniea tregi-ilets have
.1 I
* Holstein la th. • _






secured against suspects. Post-; the PrieriPel-ose heinitthat
master Robert Blagg was caoe4 i Paducah and Paris aleommods- drug stores.
to identify the weapon but dna swill he disaintinnednnSull- - 
nds at' L.00. The ilnbiect ta bill
all parpeie'llitzitrtirt ha ria
._edeo___Inte.:atarartta th c sy
  ar attack
r ante by
1 1 II 1
filtered bay Irarl?.415111:-
potted Shetx _  the only surviving child. -_21.to • Lealgt.? $1.synar.--Worth $10, Henry Progress. •
To Ana:Wise Growers.
e viartold when he‘liett. r ing food in Scott's Emulsion elle
S ete'ed to see his great-great grand-
tmns rang and the five generations
1"-t were together ntene time. Mrs.deal- Dovey Henderson, of Puryear,
•
 Be -Taffirriee Ifood vt-Tih winter tic:Knew





. Nouttisitw-st ttl,,Ifo makes Mood,- -
not drugs gar rind the nmtrish- MVO Thursday morning QO , se- :
count of the seriMmillneas of 
nice*, who is very Of prick




'of I : ofS. I
$ii0611119
-•••111.1.•t• ; 11, ,.•••••;`,
Stra.„- -Joists _Herndon; _ Of.
Pixie Bluff section. died the past
week after a brief illness. She
was about !I2 years of age and is
rvived by. a-husband and chil-
. The burial was in
Lassiter grave yard. Itiwas the'
tritetion.10'entry7the remains 
Linton."Stewart minty, but ow
Ing to the stage of the river the
purpose was abandoned. •
Mr. J. Rule Clark, son of Bud
Clark. and Miss Lola Smith. a
4daughter of Jas. Sinith, a pope-
Poor Blood 'tar young couple residing east Oft
Is the indirect cause of much Murray, -were.united in marriage
winter sickness-tit all theihrritkevatt week. • '
Mattes colds and sickness. -
G. Rudd was called to
Thcrc ism need to suffer tho
saw mg, exerucLst my pain of
'neuftis ; Slos n`i in iment laid
on gently iiitaootethesehin.g
bead like magic. Don't delay.-
Try it at once:
;-•"- Mar WbitOth,. Sot
'1 Imre been a 1.711,
tow •ew•-ra I hsve eir•4
-Won. Sekion', K. Glenn; etate4
eeifitot,_ egofll the-eity Moro.
daeof this' ifeirt in the rinterest
ottilir_tindidaey for :re-election f •
-
"Ilemws




abofat prearder. t. (-hare beensesOng
it Inc II -4a-afesems







is I hf ht-st romedy for rheumat
Efaanche, lure throat stt-Tsprzaps.
At sit dealers. 25c...
Sencl.fofir cents in stamps fur af
TRIAL EOTTLE


























































































THIRTY THREE COUNTIES MAKE
- UNDER TN'S
NEW LAW.
ALL THEY CAM GET
fiametel Tara rik fara'scserkiasionseas
Frau/trod TtilrtY-fferele eottilki
bave liked for state sat In building
bleb* ay ti this yeer. Jf these seven
have asked for all the state aid avail-
able, which Is a 'maximum of $12.000,
ot 2- per -artist. when the entire $640,
OM% road fund from the'S-cent levy Is
in. In addition to these. 12 counties,
three others. Carter, Lewis and Green-
up, haue voted _boefffslaillesi and will-
be reimbursed by the statto theof Russia.. the Petted °lad of the ill' amount of half the money expenned Mrs. J. N. McCormack. Bowlingfated Czar Alexander II. When she was out of the bond Rates Lawrence coun- Green; Mrs. Will la Geiger, Ashland;  a mere girl, barely over sixteen, she ty has *eked or the use 20 prisoners urn. Janine B. Haman. Lexington.was married for reasons of state" to and wishes to butid-30 miles with statehis royal highness Prince Ferdinand Victor Albert Mainrad of Hehenzollerta.ente-Joheenn,---Bowl.searripbell. Inane Liiiiany cann-norikijimat._
ftwiti4Vide CAunpaim by Comustlium
After a laptop of twentrone years
the carefully laid plans of the 'British
foreign_ oilier are bearing most Hale+,
fruit, and today an English princes a
granddaughter of Queen Victoria,ata
upon lb. throe* of Roumania along-
side the new king, Ferdinand I. whose
tit-niter heiilflt stet weak will make his
title a more than usually empty sham.
but Qneeet Marto-t. 41,447 int* .11
queen. It has been said of her that
she combines the qualittes of Ititsse
both of Eiigland with the fauna. of
-Catherine of Russia. The truth is that
she le a very beautiful. high-spirited
and strong minded woman of nearly
forty.
She is the daughter of the duke
oc-Edinburgh, Who later became dake--.
of Saxe-Coburg-Gotha. and her mother
wai-ihe radiant Grand Duchess Marie
emery will he eadattakea -*-
the KanatItelrf -Vommtttee Of Merely
whica Was appoluted has Glos. Km
Cravery to co-operate. with. tbs Na
Cnretmirteip at m.ra.„ in
tboaserli In the Vetteitillittee,
retied or War sufferers et all sountefeer
intiudima this' wee' Aweletrf---ht beleil
made to merge into this - Work other
cementite's, which are carrytnron re-
lief work for particular countries,
ruch as Belgium and Poland. Con-
tributors- to the fund, whicli --111111 -
raised. may designate to which cemit-
try they wish their contribution to gin_ . _
two of the voluntary contributors hay.
programa. vale Be Given gm goads lag designated their Contributions are
Connecting the county Seats, Says to go to fielgiton. The plan cif cam-
the Commissioner of Riede  j golden has been referred to the Exeau•
tive eonitritttee, conspoired of the state
Imams*, Hee Sties TaTeelaferto.
the REY. H. Turner, the -Rev. Ben-
jamin -Andres, Ralph Wilson. Themes
Rogers and C. F. etraastter, of Frank-
fort. Miss Nene/ Cross we* elected
secretary of the Committee of Mercy
at the meeting here, and the following
vice presidentc_ Mrs. Harry B. lien,
ger, Richmond:, Father Rock, Louis-
ville; Mrs. J. N. Camden. Jr., Vet--
Santee; the Rev. Mr. Crates, Carroll-
ton; Sherman Cooper, Somerset; Mrs.
%I..-.. Dowling Deed, Laeletieeberg,
-Sigmaringen, who four years -before had been adopted be his uncia the big. Frnitkitu. Mercer-and Lame ask
late King Charles!, who had no children, and made crown prince of Roumania. for all the money available. Rue sellMarts at twentrone was-the mother of three One children, blit she could wants $6.000; Harrirain wants aid in
-1344- -44° her 1'1'1"a" -•o-she be"bilie "lie the 'neat dashing royal flirt ' ikii4o-iiitruction of the new Paris plkei,In Europe. Then, too htte-. the peirice fell madly in love with his wife. Six and Grant, Nicholas. Simpson, Sour-children have been born to them, but thev_have  notinloyed • •
• • • • • 0 , 0110,04 A.of marital felicity. The queen Is varylvaist -her children, atoap___13"H„,„ Logan. Boskessue. _ _waves.___-_____ -old enough is taught a trade. _Plato, Pulaski. Warren. Henry. Hcp-
kink McCracken, Jessamine, Boone,
" Woodford, Todd and Russell have ask-
ed for ald without specifying the
Davies§ ie.-1;Wey wsite-siebs"--aid
building -32 miles of pike. --Boyle
county officials have ractified--the--de--
part-Went ihey 'will eppl).- These _a_p-
plirstinni are Miele' to Coin nil-Aro ner
of Roads- 11. C. Terrell. Preferences
will be given roads connecting county
seats and the plants and specificatihns
n-ust be approved by the commissioner
and- the contreet and bond also sub
Thasreff.dsqinitst
he built under expert supervision from
his office end. the state will pay noth-
ing on the . works-until the commis-
sioner has accepted it; so that with
.state aid the counties get highways
built according to plans and under thE
nepection of highway engineers. s
• - •
Sentences May Be Upset.*
Hundreds of sentences imposed by
Judges all over the-state-a-under-
provisions of the 'fideterminate son-
ii.laca•JaikeesiatisollhelY le -be u
tentioof a setspriet of -ORA word in the
co-erealif the :statute which have been
theitands of circuit judges for near-
ly a year. This situation was brought
to lista by letters sea out to circuit
judges by Ana. Gen. James Garnett.
The latter said that part ty1 the prigt-
eci copies of the indeterminate sen-
tence law which provides for the fixing
of the punishment by jury and all
copies should conform. The act be-
came a law March 17 last, and since
that time hundreds of sentences have
been passed after the punishment had
been fixed by the judge.
IRELAND'S NEW VICEROY
..... ̂  .....
LordWlinborneel_rbo half-succeeded--
Lord Aberdeen as eiceroy--Of Ireland.
hi quite well known in the, rnited
isomer,
se'veral times. hi.--- latest trip being
for the purpose of bringing over the
polo team that captured the interne-
; tional cup lain summer Wimbonie is
not especially- -Popular. though. he is
affal?le. .eaobgaiastir and Aga -
tants.- -NM fire% visit -to- Ailleriesrwhe
when, as Bon Ivor Guest. be officiated
as best man at the wedding of his'
COUSID, the duke of Siarlborough. to
Consuelo Vanderbilt. Through his
mother be is descended from the first
duke of Marlborough. On his father's..
side, however, her ancestry* is of a
teas 'Siefert-fa claracter, and he is de-
_wended tram John Onest- i-self -made
man, who in-the middle of the eight-s--  
eenth century- founded ibie Vent Dow
. iron works, in Olantorgenithire,
rcznainahe the tangle- &MB 
.40111 7- -tietistttntta the PilEelpal source ot Lard, t
- 'Wimborne's great wealth. His Income estimated at considerably over a mil-
lion dollars a year.  , •
• Lord Wimborne succeeded to his father's peerage and estates last spring,
shortly before coming--to this country with hie polo team, and is married in
Hon. Alice Grosvenor, daughter of Lord Ebury. One of his brothers. Capt.
the Hon. Frederick Guest, IR married to the daughter of Henry Phipps of
New York, while another brother, the Hon. Lionel Guest, has as wife Flora,







%i - - -
Hen Quo 'mum,
.4004 sly. ler
Charles A. Perkins, whom Gover-
nor Whitman of New York selected as
his successor in the office of district at- Receipts Will Be $75,000. . _
torney. Is considered by the people of Thomas S. Byars, commit's-enter of
the metropolis to be safe-cane and motor vehicles. --converted- 111,14--the
conservative. Off and on he has been state treasury $36,l4 for autoinoe
_..connected with the district attorney's bites license 'reps, and M. chauff
--_office throughout his official life, and license felts. eollected since Januatry1.
he has prosecuted siame notable cases-. He estimated=thatahe_feta ter the year
-` First seer-foremost-4er. Perkins I win be upward-et-175,000, and in 1916
Hirsch Bros. & Co., of Louisville,
won their ease on appeal of the Com-
monwealth from judgment of the Mer-
cer circuit court dismissing an indict-
ment against the-
with delivering intoxicating liquors at
Louisville for shipment to Harrods-
burg. the allegation being that the
package "did not contain the name
and address of consignor nor state
that such liquor was for the persorm
and faintly  got of coneignateLL' The
court held that the transaction was
consummated In -Jefferson county and
the railroad was, receiving agent for
the-Consigrives-
_
gives one the impression of the profes-
s _asinnal man, the man of quiet; scholarly
tastes. There is about him nothing
to suggest either the aggressive on
/ adroit polincian In spite of his up-
standing figure and military, vigorous
physique. he give& a, hint ots DD aca
demic bent-which is not difficult to-
account for. His father. Albert C.
Perkins. waa_one of the most diatin-
-guisbect eduestors of a past- genera-
on.
If is not to be imagined, however.
that. Mr. Perkins takes the world_
fen- should- tun as high as S125.000,
islacenses now expire on January 1 of
each year. but this year part of-the
4--feees have to be prorated, because of
I the change in the dates of expiration.
1 -  -
I.Condition of State Treasury Feb. 1.(enttitanding state -warrant' Febru-
i- ary  3-were $2,144,27b..17-. as compared
titiery'
•
ito -120ZSEIPP6was- the state treasura, according
'-to the statement, of the treaeurer and
auditor. M050.108.28. as follows:
nil there
-him overseriotialy. His sense or hu- 
, .-- -,Se675" - t ng 1!6L
$111.01'7.ta: State university. !:O.4112.-near is a delight to his friends. It Is as keen as it is unobtrusive. No inter- 63: general expenditures (UT.:viewer car. les.c. him without the-conviction that It Is one of his outstanding 441.4.,•9_.... - . . : —




ti f indictment,f syews he has been in charge of the prepare on o    or New York
cooloy..ar:disa-gtng a, reputation for keeping mum
JOHN SHARP WILHAMT DUEL
„sae-






etteme mese ousr-e-b4 the German
tiolietzoi • L..ec_ r Sharp
DOM
liaC a ex;r=it_ -/f5s wpm-
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A snor+Mis. earems.4 ter
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a peratineat chairman of the organise-
.and reR0h at &meeting to be held_ way Co in ifentnerf:
In this city March L At that meeting .
-delegates to the Meeting to be hell
in Lexington March 2 selected.
Fire Denteemr-Movisoririctunt Theater.
--IV- Fire thaf -VII discovered- shoftly
aft!): midnight In the Columbia -Mov-
ing picture theatera'solnsailin street.
did damage to-tt'and the Ilump.. build-
ing. In 'silica a is located, to the
' Unto? IS,e00.: The Planktqre ho--
. which adjoins the ,•-thearier was
vAlso-Wiii-agedt.to tame elltio
,,•=m•100
Wore White Deer for Kentucky._
-,- Thiry more white eau-
-roertvelibire Sinter from titehigen-
by, the state game abarfish-rernids- Carlisle. Ey -Dr.. N. -H. 'McNeil, a
vault! itaesimeigAueaolumnetlay pisyMeaan 'of CarlialqOptitor of the
Wilfrd,C* tee utter! agent fee_ .6011111111- 1 Carlisle -beniocrat and former .ecipot
stew. VlIfY '1/M1-11a% eent.vet tile  Pine lad_ge of I_Yleholas .connty. ttati_Lit the
INdlablitia&10-.-_, 131 evannte.iolleek-eifreossitt-elerk John T. aom.
-1.--7.eepeoreAseee.- erta-olimes- 15 of twateed'friuweitlewtc/rt-tw*Ii
  +--witiell7-ar,-.24ceettte14-Are4,-betrft ifrittiut this City. • Mehl-Eden are Hood op-
_year, Mr Ward said 11:the general proalmatelY at Ellafitie. Assets in
assembly 'nee's a-law for the protee. two residences afid large butanes*
don et-hirra item" &ad drefaing-stataipitranta-varisr tel at Carlisle afie
*Mee* isese for a- few Years, tire tie Caraiole Zen...era: ertating peon.
deer_ erAM be ant free andristagment
To Select:Chairman.
'The Tobi-e-Sei-it-rOwers of 'IF-Wain
county met here end appeivitesta corn-
-Old- Washington Portrait
The old portrait of George Washinif;
ton, whieh is being restored for the
Kentucky Historical society by; Pas-
quate Prtirina, pl. ntladel_ph116_111111 be
received this week, and the artist him-
self will come along to attend to the
framing It is expected that the por-
trait will be restored to look exactly
as it did a hundred years ago, when it
was painted for the state. - It win -be
unveiled February 22, Washington's
'birthday. South Trimble, clerk of the
bowie of representatives at Washing
ton, has sent a magnificent flag
as_
Reward For Sheiton's Arrest.
--A- sewerel-efelliket has been"-eattere4
hy Gov. McCreery for the airiest of
Hiram Albeiton, indict c-d la-Knos
county for killing Elvis Baker, at Flak
Creek. Circuit Judge "Flem" Samp-
son, in his letter to the governor re-
quested the reward for Shelton, whom
the officers bate tailed to find, said
"their families have been in trouble
recently. The Baker family is large
and are much wrouhgt up. .\Unless this
boy is apprehended of tsouble
may follow."
s
Reformatory Clerk To Become Editor.
C. C Stamper, assistant clerk at the
Frankfort reformatory, and one of the
beet-known employes at the institu-
tion. has tenderedshissresignation and
will go to jatkiiii-CILf.vihere he will
take charge of a newspaper purchased
by his father. The elder Stamper re-
eently secured the Campton Courier
and will move the plant to Jackson,
C. C. Stamper resides in Wolfe county
and eame to the reformatory untie
the foriiier board.
Railroads Relieved From Law.
Two orders were entered by the
State Railroad Commission at its
meeting held here, one relieving the
Louisville & Nashville troth the oper-
ation of the long and abort haul clause
from Covington and Newport to Cen-
tral City, and the other relieving it
from the long and short haul clause be-
tween Louisville and North  Jellicu one
OW= Creek, Librot and
McCreary Appointment..
Gov. McCreary appointed Add Tan
ter, of Oakton. -Hickman cognty, and
Airs. Ellen Uwelea.
berg of the committee of Mercy wbjch
will meet here to organize In this
mittee composed of John C. Noel. B state. The governor also appointed
B. graves and O. B. Smithere to name c B. Ross, of Louisa, special police-
man for die-Chesapeake & jAkt) Rail
-r
This Wonderful, Old Secret
Blend is N din Bulk
-birreo-ffee kir Istavor,its arca-166d—
largelf-due ti:Pift flavor. 'This old
secret blend, the genuine French Market Coffee,
is a cOmbination of many different toffees that are
grown in different countnes. Its flavor is inimitable.
The Wonderful Old Secret Blend
Ask for the genuine French Market Coffee. Don't
accept the ordinary kind of coffee. The picture of the old
French Maxiset on the label assures you of the genuine.
Accept no other.
Seed 10 cents for 12 cup sample and-Amidst
of the Story of French Market
Pound Cam: a $ 25
- --Potmd Pails 1.00
Faint& Market
-New ()dame Coffee CD, '
A Bridal Tour.
  -wane-4e- -go abroad
stayr_. giciatmed the young !bias.
"Then you should marry. I know of
no 'tome way." -
Saying which, the older thing smiled
_harshly.
The Seassara, 
thnah--,You know_lie"g_imt a pie-






SAGE TEA-DARKENS GRAY 
AIR TO ANr SHADE. 111Y 1Y1
Keep Your Locks Youthful, nark
Glossy and Thick With Garden
- - Sage and Sulphur.
When you darken your hair with
Sage Tea and Sulphur, no one can
tell, because it's done so naturally, so
evenly. Preparing this mixture
though, at home is mussy and trouble-
some- For 50 eget' you can buy at
any drug store the re-ady-treuse tonic
called "Wyeth's Sage-Ind Sulphur
Hair Remedy." You just dampen a
sponge or soft brush with it and
draw this through your hair, taking
mat staallatrand at a time. By Morn-
tag all gray hair disappears, Red, after
another application or two, your hair
becomes beautifully darkened, glossy
and luxuriant. You will also din-
cover dandruff is gone and hair has
stopped falling.
Gray, faded hair, though DO dis-
grace, is a sign of old age, and as we
all desire a youthful and attractive ap-
pearance, get busy at once with Wy-
eth's Sage and Sulphur and-loot years
younger. Adv.
Prudent Woman.
.n thought you said We were going
to share everything equally after we
got married." said the husband of a
'nib woman.
• e'lliat was merely _Tout 01,11 sugges-
tion," she answered calmly. "I have
dectile,d to retain the balance Of power
until) lind out what division you are
going to make of love and affection."
COLDS & LaGRIPPE
5 or 6 doset 666 will break any case
of Chills & Fever. Colds & LaGriinse;
It acts on the liver better than Cato
mei and does not. gripe or sicken
Price 25c.-Adv.
He is a poor sign painter whir is un-
able to make a flame for blintselE
Anyone could write poetry -were it
not necessary to make It rhymes
STUDENT VOLUNTEER UNION MET
Georgetown. KY--19ve Kent
Student WiTtintaer (*teen ler Foreign
Missions held its annual meeting here
A hundeed or more delegates were
pres;eat There were leaders present
from all over the country. W.
Bower. of Transylvania university.
and K. L. Hall. of Slate nniyeratex.
are 1-111% letaingtoniens who garde






puts within our reach-the- pow-
er of helpfulness, the ministry of pity;
he is ever ready to increase his grace
In our hearts, that as we live and act
among all the sorrow's of the world
we may learn by slow degrees skill
and Watery of consolation. "If ye
Jinew these things, happy ate ye if ye
do them." There is no surer way of
abeediast peace in Ws world than the
ticttar.exercise of pity; no heppier
remperdrinind - and ork't1iü t.--.- -
lowly watching-to see if we can lessen
ä,tseiytbiitliilout us; nor is'• -
there any better vi-ty At -growth-Au —
faith and love-Francis P.aget.
-
'Mild-Thieves got Into a house.-1,0,
thia_aireet lam night and -stile-all- the
silver: -.
Illstrell-What stupid people to
leave doors unlocked! Whose house
was it?
Maid-It was at number 7,
Mistress-Why, that is our house!
Maid -Yes, ma'am. but 1 did not
















































When ehlornente imam liderraididIsf /be war, ft was estimatedthat there was enough Potash on hand in the United States to pro-vide two and three per cent Potash in mixed fertilizers for thisspring's trade. Sone manufacturers had more than enough forthese percentages. , -
Since then minor sources of Potash have been fully utilized, and \additional shipmvnts from the usual source are still being received, 6.. The supply is below normal, but This need not prevent farmerssecuring some l'otash in their fertilizers, nor should it lead Emirs'to decide not to use fertilizers.
There is no reason to return to the out-of-dale f!ood, withoutPotash, althoujE some atithoritir3 truly try to ̀ swish" them on as.We have not used enough Potash in the past. The largest annualimport of Potash was only one-seventieth of the Potesh calm friesAle ina by our flee tyre mos and only one-1464*nd% of the Potash lostevery yaw% drainage water.,
*ring-trope use from two to-ted-MeifkiisthNjsh is rhos.
-Thst as mgeh Potash in the fertilizer sapossible. A/frill are offering to furnish from four to tea par
Mere It se subotitute for Potash. It may be get Ngwork but _POTASH PAY& .
CflatAtt EAU WORKS; he,, 4k itreefiwelpe N.Mesh _ SP.,,,
Mama tapers legs.
..11111. Wens C4issel.1 Seek stem,
Sr! *Ws* fib
Sas Fr-4,.,, 11//e

























































































Once mere the Republic takes oie
re casien to call attention te the facte. that. Speaking generally, all talking
protectionists are liars. They have
but one ambition to make Or. itli ne-
diate impression on the reader or Its-
tepee As to the methods by which
tWa impreselon le made (bey haiet no-
prejudices It 'seems never to occur
to them that their audience reads the
newspapers or hes any memory what-
ever for past event*.
Lest this indictment should sound
partisan, prejudiced or oversevere, we
beg to submit the tellowing extrae
from an editorial whieh appeared hy
the January 15 issue of the American
Economist, which is the high-sounding
Lydia -E. Pinkharn's Vegetable Corn. name of the omelet organ of the Amer.
efaitains no narcotic or harmful title of the editorial is "A Faulty
made from waive mete tea lean Protective Tariff league The
drugs, and to-day holds the record of Theory of Protection,"
'being the most successful remedy for W. have never before heardthat
female ills we know of, and thousands the Republican theory of Protection,
of voluntary testimonials on file in the or any intelligent theofy of protection,-
Pinkie= labOitOry it Lynn, 11 /1 14_, reeuired continual tariff changes:
seem to prove this fact. ' Quite the cent:err: one-.-ef -4h• most
For thirty years it has been the stand- vital needs of business -to a "stable.
ard remedy for female Ills, and has re. tariff. Under the Dailey tariff et
stored the health of thousands of weenebe 1897 we had unbroken prosperity _
Who have been troubled with each all. 12 years Under the Payne tariff. we
swat+ se difP1Soessulubst irdarnmelkimprb- ad four-more years -of
f •pity_- - gleeratimee tumors, Irregularities, OIL! perky.- -Here were It - Weetre-durlog
I grace - If you want specls' I advieft which no changing conditions required
ind act write to Lydia. B. pinkham med. • tariff changes."
world
"If ye  
- Seine Co., ( confidential ) Lynn..., And the period -dusimi which the
e skill Mass. your letter will happened, Dingley tariff wells operation I nclud-
 read and answered by a womaa,-ied the lain isaide-aliti-ds• two
e if ye - -Sad bald la strict fionlidenee.  ImmediatelY IenowIRII:le To t
way of  trospective eye of the rhapitodiridt
tan the Attitude of the Believer. protectionist that period, with Its bank
'tippler P. feel thatagoodness, and truth, aod failures, its "John Smiths," its corn-
an. the . -ligliteousness are realities, eternal Inercial bonliruKcies, its hunger and
realities and that they cannot be elessen it. want, was "unbroken prosperity."&b'
nor is And why? Why, because the DiNiawr_stractions, or vapors floating in a spiv
WM< In itual atmosphere, but that they tweets- tariff brooded over the landscape and
Barfly imply a living, personal will, a statesman like Littauer and Aldrich
good, loving, righteous God, in whose were on guard.
If mu tanicern were withidbeiamnitYI. guldlag • testable*
use. IL hands we are perfectly safe, and who of proteetloalsts instead of their bon-
sai the Is enables us by unfailing wisdom.- eatY we might pause to “haqutre why,
Thomas Erskine. if "here were 16 years during which
pie to no changing conditions required tariff
house changes," the Republican party, in con-a
house! 
tive during the whole time. changed
trol both of congress and the execu-
from the Dingley to the -Payne-Ald-
id oot % rich tariff when 12 years of the 16
Itad. Paned? .
IiIiflfl --Bet-this- is_br-the
quesUol- that wt--4k this:
llow movementleretr Wedded
N. sick headache, sour stornaeiria ea ti•• ess-thM-any Ate -teatime.- try- to .persbiliousness or constipation sua.de themselves that the American
people have forgotten the panic ofby morning. 1907?-St Louis Republic.
aa-..„.;:mssainesiminer




Pacts as to Tariff Polici••• With
_ 'Which the. Voters Are Thoroughly












Gtriel TO Thiel Mabee Nate Thick.
Glossy, Fluffy, Beautiful-44e I Ibiarintee "Dodson's Liver Tone" Will Giviilou the Best Liver .-
Wore hotline Scalp, --- 
aiiJiWei Cleansing Vol Ivor Had—Don'ilosei Day's World
liVIRAT =DM,
TAKES OFF DANDRUFF 1,SHOW SUPR_E_M_ACY OF SOUL CALOMELBright_ Spate In_ Oltrk, legating pf








Within ten taintlai after an wilt,
cation of Danderine you cannot find -a
singis trace of dandruff or failing hate
and yetit ileitp will not itch, but what
will please you most will be after
few weeks' use, when you see new
Wilr, fine and downy at first-yes-but
really new hair-growing all over the
Scalp
A little Lauder-We tnantedately doe.
hies the beauty of your hair. No tiff-
rence how dull, fadedajnittle &Ott
scraggy, just moisten a cloth with ,
Deriderate mid aerofoil"- drew it
through your hair, taking one small
strand at a time The effect Is amaz-
ing- your hair will be light, fluffy and
wavy, and have an appearance of
abundance: an incomparable luster,
softness and luxuriance.
Get a 25 cent bottle of Knowiton's
Danderine from any store, and prove
that your hair is as pretty and soft
as any-that it has been neglected or
injured by careless treatment-that's
all-you surely can have beautiful hair
and lots Of it if you will just try a lit-
tle Danderine. Adv. •
Long Drawn OtiL--
Uncle Jeff, an aged negro driver of
Augusta, was piloting several north-
ern visitors around just after the first
If links had been put in there. Uncle
Jeff was a little short in his knowl-
accortilme-to-SL-Andose,--but
on local
"How many holes have .thewf
quiced a visitor, eighteen?"
_ Uncle Jeff pulled up to make his
answer more imprestsfem -
_...".111orien_dat. sub," he said. "day'
paissi er land and de holes
slut bigger'n a tin can-1 reckin dey's
got a Thousand holes already, sub."
CoArage is the oalversat kommalua
of the the tuglishtuan. the
. Auseffin,
tbellitasian and the Jeanne. :The
Maria, of individual coolness and &r-
ioters wymaily that fluty have al-
INS peatieCtgAritraet special atten-
tion. The other day, When the ttrit•
hob tin le:naught,- Purmidatile went
*mit la a *Lorre, crushed like an AIM
shell by torpedoes or mines; its cap
tathi-Lozley-was on the bridge
sank, and his last words were::
"steady-wan: it's all right: keen
dO not gei-br it-Pietle; be itritts10-
Ergry (Acid wan it his poet; malty.
of theaa-had-ligistael eigarettes. Th
aHrffiat exhibition of the fact that
ite man dew- not- telfr-witrfr-hr,
fails in the trenches or sinks in tbs.
oceatesan be.,teatched in every navy
and army All Europe le fighting' for
invisible things. There rover was
such universal mid commanding eirt-
deuce that, the soul of humanity is su-
preme arid itivincible.--From the but-
look.
Beginning the Day.
Oh, Met give me freedom. Lome-
me from the shackles .of fear and hate
and all hie. Break my cage and lead
ate out. lee ma feel the wings which
hilYtt,tirearned about. Tame . the
heights for me. Give my soul its proper
air. •Show me the fullness and the far
reaches of life. In Christ's name.
.Amen.-11.
WHEN KIDNEYS ACT in
GLASS T.IF—s-Arrs-
Sat Lees Meat if Kidneys Hurt or You
Have Backache or Bladder Misery
.e.iMeat-ilisions Uric Mit
rang Aehtseentent
"Was the inventor pi the destroyer
rewarded?"
"They knighted him."
"And the inventor of the destroyer,
destroyer?"
"Bo Was created a baroa."
"But the destroyer-destroyer-fiestroy-
er's inventor-what was stone for
him?"
"He was made an earl."
"One more question, If you please-
what reward, if any, fell to the author
of the book which proves that war is
a biological necessity 7" 
"He was created a duke."
ala duke?"'
. We are a enitlysted
and but for his grace's work we sh
never have -had the face to make
_at the invantiessoffibe others."
Breaking it Diplomatically.
Little Girl (in disgrace to mother,
as she enters nursery)-Do you love
me, mummy?
Mother-Yes, darling.
Little Girl-Do you love me
much?
Mother-Of course, darling.
Little Girl-Well I've frown my pud-
den tinder the table.
very
Prosperous Appearance.
"Some men live for their stomachs."
"That's true, but the man with an
unusually large abdomen has a pros-
perous look withal, and if he can drape
a heavy watch chain across it the illu-
sion is complete."
Probably Not
"This scientific article says that
chocolate is great for relieving fio
Ogee." commented Mr. Wombaat.
"It ought to be fine for the soldiers
in Europe," suggested his wife, "but I
suppose the poor fellows can't always
mobilize where there is a soda foun-
tain."
Seems So_
Mr. Bacon-I understand it requires
bout fifteen days for the human body
-to recover fro the loss of Awo con-
fieentive nights' sleep.
Mrs. Bacon-And don't you suppose
those fiendish cats in the back yard
cor_thatt. , • _ _
SOFT WHITE HANDS
Under Most Conditions If Vote UM
Guticurat_sTrial Free.
The Soap to cleanse and purify. the
Ointment to soothe and heal. Nothing
better or more effective at any price
than these fragrant supercreamy emol-
one-night treatment will teat
diem in the severest forms of red.
servi. clopped and sore hands.
itimu&peneli tree by nail irtilBook.
Addison- penisaed, Cadent% litapt-ZY.
Bastes. Bold averywhera-Adv.
Wedded Life.
"Did year wife get the best of
your
"Yes Didn't she marry me?"
Fortunate is the man who really de-
serves his own geed opinion of him-
self. 
.
The heart of a peat, girl may be as
chilly as a dog's TKOS.
Something for nodding-a cipher.,
o man or, WOMall who eats meat
regularly can make a mistake by Moh-
air the kidneys occasiepally, says a
well-known authority. Meal forms
uric tied which eloge the kidney peter
so they sluggishly filter or strain'oniy
part of the waste and poisons from-
the blood, then you get sick. Nearby.
all rheumatism, headaches, liver trate
ble, ner‘ouaness, constipation, dizzi-
ness, sleeplessness, bladder diserdera
-come from sluggish kidneys. '
The moment you feel a dull ache in "You are nothing shcfrt of a Ton-
- .
Wkder m7 perlosal.guerantee _ that II-
Will clean your slusidia' liver bourn
than nasty calomel; it steal make yOn..
,pick and you can eat anything you
want without being 'prated. • Your
4ruggist guarantees that each spoonful
are constipated amid Your bead aches wilt start your liver, clean your bodes;
Or atoma is -soUr..luel. take a spoon-- and straighten you up by morning or
ful Of  Nee Dad :s4yte_.1,_,_iter_Tose can have your money back. -ehii- •
T.P1 Willi& lilaillAltik_1141Prating dreu ;War take Dudieeia Liver Tose . •




liver medicine. You'll' 'know it next an.t.....4.. ,,, ,,. ,‘,, milli-awn :..,,,,. ...._.....- - .-_
morning because you elfrieske Int sick. '-'7"--- .--"- ... '''
• flue, your ilsof_alllheetork! _._ 
fig, rpw headache sad dizziness Valk I ain rifling Tan)" of Ionia of
your stomach will be Sweet and ' Dation.' Lifer Tone to PeoPhithrhO
bowels regular. You will feet like have found that this Pleasaist,---Vele-
workii.g. You'll be chtegful; full of table. liver medicine takes the „place
vigor and ambition, of dangerous calomel. Buy one bottle
Your druggiet or dealer sells you a on •ny sound, reliable guarantee: Ask
50-cent bottle of Dodson's Liver Toms your druggist or storekeeper about me.
HORSES FOR EUROPE
Barons I. baying tat-asatida of horses flow the Coiled mates for Lb.' war The
army agents w-tese sit horse. that ate Out in ntrowil wt....104.41 and Ire.
tenon. and Infeetlous Ellts,se• When lb. buyer. ,wisa you wool, bw res..:yrra
...11 ym it burnes In :1111.1,1. evnnItIon. nrr and con. 1,i•trai
Pict Iljo, lipiacrutle., Catarrhal and Shipping beret by tutus tbs largsst
vetarbaar7 remedy
SPOIM's IHSTEliPtlt COmPointra
Absolutely safe fur all ages. On. ray.. a cart fa., ,. nt.• and limb.,' bottle,▪ $19 U.* do4.02. Wit. ft., rre ts..,a tem • hi viemy.-1- Lasses and Curs."
SPONN INEDICA4, COMPAPIT. CP...mists and efacie,!nioolsts, GOSHEN, 1•IDIAX#
HIS PRESENTS ALL PAW FOR
But Mr. Jones -Vial Not Quite the
Mode; Gitailla--the Statement
Seemed to Make Out.
-Referring to the prometiledi of-some
people in settling their accounts, bena-
tor William Alden Smith of Michigan
recalled a little incident about a party
named Jones. . different young man hataegrefeolLetholieeee.--
- A re daysberore Christmas Mr. same stereotyped remark?'




"Do you :imam' to say," declared
.1.1rown, in response to a statement.
made by Jones, "that all of your
Christmas presents- are paid fort"- A
. 
Tip. ,
-"Why, -yes," was the easy rejoinder .144,,, can I keep my heir treat tan.
of Jones. ."I settled for tbe last of Ing - - •
theni yesterday." "nfa-c• '40 11.•,,-tlitr.f"?fiitt an 66111 ritrrir
A-Sacrifice 'Hit.
She-Would you leave your
for meta
lie-I'd leave a baseball °game to
-the -ninth inning with -the aeorte-a tie
the kidneys or your back hurts, or if der!" enviously returned Brown "I
haven't even begun to buy mine yet." ,
"Neither have 1," answered_knes,1 Galledwith a look of enlightenment. "I was
referring to last Chriatmas."-Pitts- Horseburgh Chronicle-Telegraph.
the urine is cloudy, offensive, full of
sediment, irregular of passage or at-
tended by a sensation of scalding, get
about four ounces of Jad Salts from
_reliable pharmacy and take a.
blespoonful in a glass of water be-
breakfast for a few days and your
a will then act line. This
salts is made from the acid of
and lemon juice, combined with
and haa.,,been used for genera'
to flush clogged kidneys sad-
stimulate them to activity, also to nen-
rralize the acids in urine so It no
longer causes irritation, thus ending
bladder disorders.
Jad Salts is inexpensive and cannot
Injure; makes a delightful efferves-
cent labia wate- drink which all reg-
ular meat eaters should take now and
then to keep the kidneys clean and
the blood pure, thereby avoiding se.
rious kidney complications.-Adv.
A First Offender.
Each of two little Boston girls has a
black-and-tan terrier dog It was not
long before the two dogs fought, and it
required, the efforts of a man to sepa-
rate them_
Each little girl was dispoeed to
blame the other's little dog for start-
ing the trouble, and one of them said:
"I (met care, your dog is a sneak-
ing little thing, anyhow!"
"Well, so is your dog," was the
reply. "And tIti it snooked
first, tee!"
RUB-MY-TISM
Will cure your Rheumatism and all
kinder of aches and pains-Netiraigia.
Cramps, Colic, Sprains, Bruises, Cuts:
Old Sores, Burns, etc_ Antiseptic
Anodyne. Price 2ac..-Adv.
Accidental Literatay Gem.
Among the late Sii"Walter Gilbefai
other claims taaantlea_
the unexpected-fact that be or his firm
is responsible for what is surely one
of the-bast hexameternin the Et:wheal
language. This is, or used to be, found
printed in very small type at the foot
ThiirlbelaW on eveW bottle of Gilhefir
Port +stns. and as follows: "Bottled In
brillfaht oondaion,-Taet care must be
used on decanting." The accent.
rhythm, and neat alliteration of this
would be hard to best Ylst it must, of
course, be purely accidentat-Man-
cheater Mardian.
Calomel mikes yffil gall; you IWO
day's work. Calomel is utck
and salivates; caiamai Injures yostr
liver.
If you are bilious, feel lacy, sluggish
and all knocked out, if your bowels
It
After
Activities of Women. ()them
_ _Mixed marriages are for
Washington
___13eigrade, Servite_hat-lati-mmumn.
Indiana has over_20,000 women.
',toyed in its industries.
Mrs. Thomas A. Edison is about-the ' -HANFORIPIP
only person in the world who can give -sem
orders to her famous huebatid, and he
always abides by what she says.
Over 30 per cent of the school teach-
enein Washington are affected by the
new anti-marriage rule made by the
board of education of that city.
The Woman's National Made in the
United States of America league hopes
to enroll 2,000,000 women. It is pro-
posed that each member of the league
shall buy only articles made In the
United States. Some of the most ,
prominent women in the United States
-wilt take an settee part in the furth-
erance of the project.
Not an Original. Remark.
-"Ah, Dry dearest • Angelina!" es-
claimed ,Ferdie, he slowly settled
hialideee-at,4/iedeee-of -hie-adored--
one, after having imprinted a kiss
epee her Hrby tipee his. Nam-
la indeed a taste , of heaven on earth."
Piecing li14-gentle hand- upon his
contracted brow, she remarked In •
low soulful tone of voice . "Bah! Can't





Nail Wounds, Foot Rot
Fistula, Bleeding, Etc. Etc.
Made Since 1846. AsigAbtritdi
Price 25c, 50c and $1.00
Ott WRITE
All Dealers Gardtwci "4' Cf4
."Now, Thomas." said the teacher, se- vanishes Forever
verely, "how many times must I tell
you not to snap your fingers! Put Prompt Relief-Permanent Cure
your head down and presently hear CARTER'S Lniu
from you."
Constipation
Obedient- Tele M y.
Fie minutes later she said: "Now,
-then, Thomas. what was it you want-
ed to say?" - --
"There was a man n the entry a
while ago," said Thomas serenely,
"and he gent out viith your new silk
umbrella.'-New York American.
Move the Ropes.
- Bacon-You can depend on him.
Egbert-Are yiau sure"
pesittrety. He knows -
ropes."
do you know?" "
---*Beranse he werked for aiong ti 
in one of those factories where they
make chea;Tigars." 
_
For the treatment 'of mid; issettehreet,
eta., Theatea Mentholated ConislMrupnove
our*, rehet-3e at all goal INiaitgasta.--
Put It Up to Father.
"I'm going to thrash you souediy."
said Mr. Washington to little George.
"Do as you please," responded the
infant father of hie prospective coon
try, "but if you do the American
people will nerer forgive you"
A girl's idea of a ringleader is the
Bret man to some along with soli-
tatre.
„
  - Quite Probable.-
Teacher-The passive verb. Johnny,-
expresses the--nature of reeeiving
action. For instance, "Johnny is
spanited." Now teU me what does-




"I' he a man of his word?" .
"I don't believe so, He's a man of
too many words."
A Press Agent.
Mask-Who is that fellow coming
=Let your room with a suit!
Wig-That's my press agent
The best way to get out of • tight
place is to sober up.
We woeld have more ideal cities but A female cynic is one who declares
for the scarcity of ideal citizens. that -all men are alike.
LIVER PILLS [WW2*
fail Purely vegeta-






improve the complexion, brighten Meer&
SMALL PILL SMALL DOSE. SMALL PI).
Genuine most bear Signature
home
Asthma 111141"11F ever. Ask YourViouere '
-druggist for It. Wake ter FREE &WPM
NORTHRUP LYIIIAX CO, LICIRIFFALO.K.T.
11
)Repty vaiwar eivissor=
AIM abort briliAo•kon eves uotITV reilvt in
DC MUM 01=1,..1111 i• Dr.
15 to 15 dam Ttlart.inewlInt Sant FRIL
• • gloat. mei rompaymos
a. Qum% ama. 11. eparria. es.
Iluild_Up With Be year testedr awl
Ta. 444 IltOrildirrialt=rei
=tor malaria. thy's and TonleOM mug Mb. We.
'WANTEDW.r")..
--eamelearierene ewe. leva
W. U, ktEpiP14111. NO. 7-11,11.




Quickly Yielded To Lydia E.
PiadamiuMijuildi•
COTaloalibut--
*Mob" N.3.--q NINO to thiallyea










e room. I was
le to do my
or attend to my baby I wu
loweek. Lyd a E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound did me a world of good, and
now I am strong and healthy, can do my
work and tend my baby. I advise all
suffering women to take I. and get
as I did."-Mrs. FANN1S Coorra,
IL F. D. , Bridgeton, N.J.
Gil a 10-cent boa now.
Tani the rascals out-the headache,
biliousness, indigestion, the sick, sour
stomach and foul gases-turn them
eut to-night and keep them out with
Cam:area.
Millions of men and women take a
Cascaret now and then and never
know the misery caused by a lazy
liver, clogged bowels or an upset stom-
ach.
Don't put in another day of distress.
Let Cascs.rets cleanse your stotriaeh;
remove Ma- -sour, fermenting food:"
take the excess bile from your liver
and carry out all the constipated
w•aste matter and poison in the
owels. Then you will feel great
_ A Cisearet to-night straightens you
out by morning. They work while
you sleep. A 10-cent box from
any drug !tore means a clear head.
sweet stomach and clean, healthy liver
and bowel action for months. Chit
dren love Cascarets because they
sever gripe or sicken. Adv.
-
-The' police commissioner of New
Rork city, Arthur Woods, has formally
 Announced that he intends to convert
llike Policemen Into social workers, es-
• gosidally in the master of dealing with
emettiployment Policemen have been
instructed to inquire into the case of,
every unemployed man comtngao their-
•atientlain, to bud out what the man
eon .do, to make notes regarding the
ease and bring the man into toucr
Web some organization that sill el)
tirewer to Sod employment for him.
irreportard to Blathers
Examine carefully every bottle of
CABT041.14.a sate and sure remedy fog




In Use Fier fatter Si Zeus,
Chi Wrest Cay &stark
moo Isaredasa
The torpedoes need In the British
navy are of dares- diameters- 14 Inch,
la inch and II fech---essi they vary in
length from 16 feet se 18 feet As
soon as a torpedo kits It. mark It ex-
plodes automatically everY 44,11rn0
tired In action represents an erases*
bare of from $LIMS to SIAS&
The lownleisinie Loser.
*17-14 farT610. OlaY earea --
asoa4-r
„ "Jr.*: bet I nerer get
Gravitated Eyelid;





's 50c ne, r Bottle Melee tys
ler tc For lisslisidefyefrssask
Pt wallas or Morns by sposdy Co.. Chino_
eet7ireies'
,
* eataaa--ate easeasearea - •-
-
"Backward, Christian Soldiers."
Some Progressives crawl back
shamefacedly to the Reptiblican party;
some return furtively in the night;
Borne do this thing quietly and say
nothing about it; but borne do it with
a spring and a bounce. This last is
the disgusting class. It was well ex-
emplified at Springfield, ILL, by Medill
iiicCormick. Announcing his inten-
ion of voting with the Republicans in
the legislature, though he was elected
*we it-P101CreseiTikAln bicCormick, de-
clared, with a fine Bearish, "I am glad
to get back to the-party of my fa-
thers." Be it remembered that Mr.
McCormick was one of the hutrah
boyar of the Progressive party. He
was foremost in impudent and very
youthful attacks upon President Taft
Nobody foreswore himself mere deeply
than he against ever having anything
more to do with the rotten Republkain
party. Yet now, without pretending
that theeparty<, has changed, or alleg-
ing any motive unless it be his desire
to be on the winning side, he deserte
Roosevelt with sheets of joy and with
banners Hying. Packward, Christer
Soldlersi-NOW York EvenIng"Poi.
Figures That Are Eloquent
Woolen manufacturers have-
protected by the heaviest and moat
iniquitous duties ever laid by the Unit
ed States, Much reduced, they still
range, in the majority of cases, from
30 to to per cent. In the period dur-
ing which WO sold atedli'd '20,000,01d
of agricultural implements we sold
only a little more than 63,000,000
worth of woolen manufactures, while
In imported $33,000,000 worth of
Woolens and so few agricultural It&
elements that for six months of thq
eight they have no separate headline
In the governmental statements!
A Sorry Hope.,
If the G. 0. P. can keep business
shaking in its shoes for about eight-
een mouths longer, its prospects for
minim back will be improved. That
is its hope, Ihst,ii Is a sorry hope -
Rochester Herekt
OutTetik-iti Good.
Wheat the Nude of 1907 came, Col
and Roosevelt Wes president, and
there was :very little solid business
recovery during Mr. Taft's adminis-
tration. We had a good spurt of pros-
PeritY in 1912 when Wilson's election
was a foregone etseclusien. We were
oa am road to a period of real pros-
when the Morepean war start-
ed gad played mash with busing'ss
amp-a- wta-•• 'Business is now gelling,
lin -pet strain and before the end'
















Continued reran Yfret Psits-
Ques. What is meant by State aid for roads? ., I time. . 
_---.71-




the counties in ruad. ' _ eitt;---. ---- ly a matte; of taxatioa aad 2-., a**,: ----"Whealvta-this - aviateati'-..-:-;--r,--- :•--- -----7--:- • Their Co. on Wini ,Ans. Bv the 1914 General Ass.embly. - - -- ---7- -7- 
registratioa,4t EX primly testes
, g4,,'---_Aketiiitiliribltre---- - ee-sees-ers- INIF err • .or appeal any provisions ' 
.
. • L.
lt,..does not alter, amend him Faille,ell' '_:•Wily? - --, _ -  .- ._ 
to pull Keuttickv nut of the mud. -:. ---=•----'-:- --.- -----'---f-',---- Of at) act entitled -An act to xi o , y., F b4..;;,)ues. . now was this money lieovideltt-,..- . prohibit the importation and use ! 'I. 
m 
' Cooper, the millionaire philAns 13v Icy jag -a liveir..in &Won each onevirundred iiieli of opium for other than meth !anthRIPiet' 
who has been no
, - . v '
Iltra of taxable Wealth. 
eine! purposes." This simply , 
widely discussed throughout theQues., What eounties parthe larger porticn of this tax? east., Is In Lexington, a guest atmeans that a:thorough checic is! --
Ans. The richer counties that already have their-roads built.Ques. INIaal couatiss will receive the most benefit leuatr-t-hie established to catch any person 1 -
i the Phoenix Hotel. .
. . ... . •. --4- =--,' - -•,_, .. _ .- _-i,-„who gives opium tilegally. This 
. Mr. Cooper came to Kentucky
- -. - . -__ _ ..,. -
_ .._-_' no chance for the doctor to tern New York, where he spent
The f861-eTi4Viiffe-ir  -''-'-'7.-.4-'-' .......1 - ---:----.7- ---- is
ties. Why? . ._...._ blame the ji ruffeiati,tho_erogyst. the past _iiina nin_n the
_
Ans. llec--ausesitout 110- si i ties receive more money Tiom this to blame the ,jobber, the jobberfund than...guy vay iitto it.
-vini-mannet.shall a county apply- for State ai- d? -- 's ilti-Dlai it along to the manufaceAns )T' The" A5Caf:eOurt of any cunt% m.it. pa.is. a reSolUtion-All_ M. Responsibility must bestating that the public Lideriaellemands the improvement of a public fixed where it belongs.toad'or section thereof, within the county, ale! requesting that it be t In the opinion of the expertconstructed or reconetruetel with Slate aid. A-Such a resolution shell this fan does not mean that no hab-contaio a description :of such public-road-air se-it-kill-thereof- • .Ques. Who will determine- the kind Saf. surfaciog to be used? 
[it...forming •drug will be sold. It




UNCLE SAM WILL STOP DOPETHE STATE AID ROAD LAW
the public and explaining his
views on health and hygiene.
Mr. Cooper is a man of rare tal-
ents, magnetic force and charm
of manner. He never ceases to
„surprise you *ith the infinite va-
riety of his knowledge and its
absolute cdirrectness and thor-
ough ess.
Ques. %%Mat kip(' of setriacing_may _imaged on 'State aid roads? and the prices demanded SO high Mr. Cooper claims chiefly thatAns.' 14fraeadain or,telford -Pr other sfone road or roads con- 'as to make it prohibitive. Few most of the ill health of today
t d h el is due almost entirely to those
sti octed_cf gravel or ether similar Materials, or an earth road, the ' d,ir g . or octors, e InksSurface of which iirliroyerly crowne(LditcheetandeenuacIheds-ho-asatirld -el: ---14 hti-ek.--u-Orje - San; habits whichit distinguish
Juni. buck or other paving_inateriale; "by the construction of mated-
water wilr-not bei_zetamad-tliereeeieree-e-read-eetistructeditalt-- • -
when the bucking involves the the white man Irent . the jungle'-He says that utne times out of
&mixed roads or telford or Otheretottc-road; or roads- constructed of probable consequences' of a longgravel or other similar inatariakr-or--oroarth L°411.--thr-aurfaeu-a-fT0iion term. The business will tetift is the result, more or leis;
unterf of ti-fv- kenedi_out-ofeudiir *to-_ _ugt.be retained. intreon. or- o-- •
' 
a.ninnilt_ini-sn
mg and nothing.Illot AC,profita-other paving material." \. . -, :.--.....,,
-Ques. What is the largest afliunt any one We.-county can receiv. • ..from this fund- annuaiiy?
or -ateaut-$12-0M---- 
This unusually stringent act ofAns. Two per cent of the,tntal
Ques. Which• r011.113 WI I
whieh is properly ce3wned, itthed afidsmoethed, so that Water will r
this system? _
- Ans. About. ten per cent. -
Ques, How much-liaffie -will this -5ystelrt Carry?
4,-- 
Ans. Arlan eighty per cent of the total.
- portion of the, orig. 21 the roads will the_Stats_
arkil that uine thnss_ out of
-lbese\disorders are due to
too much eating and drinking,
or our careless method of livint.COngress is within itself evi-, e, -4,was,..4 ....-...._ uri-k_r_ I
m
Ques. N\ hat is thi inter-county SEUL stgin? '
. •  1
. 
] enee UM the latittIlliMil- have s'become alarmed overWe spread 
 ea akme "me effoet toward
healthful living,%ancr Iti connec-Ancli R0ads-earn:L..6i% the etiuntyaie - -adjoining counties of the drug habit in this coun-,._ tion With his lectures 'lie is in. ity. With the best tilled tr
on the most direct and practie4 route. . .. try. The attention. of students trolicing his fanioui medicine, if we cease pruning for a few
-5. 
3
e in er-coun v seat
-___AnsLianatali,-or a do:la. for eaA:11 tiOliar put npr-hy  Queso How is tin.= nioney to be spent?
Fnent of Public Roads.
•
,
BUNINGSEASOM THE COUNTY FAIR
ISIOW AT HAND
TheStite A_grioultural Depsitt
bleat has sent out this-following
timely bulletin-that should bet
heeded by everrfrult grower Iiiii •
the county: ---- -
At this season of the year it
becomes imperitive that the man
who intends to produce fruit of
even fair quality and in reason-
able quantity or in abundanee.
turn his attention to the corres$04.,„ 
--•- -- ,-
pruning and spraying of-his 
.41y Pater Radford
trees and vines. In view of this 
LectiirPr Naturist MOM.' tntion
offer a few suggestions on prun- city 
or; iloeutf alert tothaefact, It is thought seasonable to faiTrhtehagn"‘amneyronge-et:Isem.
one why pruning is necessary: 
man Is an entertainment, to a
To modify the vigor of the 
termer it In educatluti. Let us take a
stroll through the fair grounds and
ing. Following are some teas-
plant. 
110glegimoment at a few of the points
To produce fruit that will be 
bold communion with the world's




- greatest thinkers. .
-  a You are now attetstlinga congress of
nvenient shape. _ 
To keep the tree in proper -ant the mental giants in mechanical scil- •
sacs of all ages.- They•nre addreeshil.
. t) .ehange the -hailt-ef: the 
you in tongues of Iron and steel Iola _
To remove superfluous gr r• 
ill language mute and poll:el:al tell an
eloquent story of the world's program.
The inventive geniuses as the MOM
tree.
valuable Wei. hand. we War- a&41 Parts. ' - they perform an enduring senile* At*
lea spraying am bez„, litattkii•A- -Ws caw gat _heip. *thew gm
a brief period while we live, bin Itvesting. •
To train the tree in aouse-de-
_ .  takes a mr mind to tower into the
sired form. 
-ot setenca and light a tora of
progress that will illinninate the poth._ _
civilization for future genera-Ptuningli a necessity where *ay of 
sickle, the binder, the cotton gin Sea
--The-ill'rV_ Tam seiteeue Usk
hundreds- of other ratable insenticass„
want In every field on;.Eirrth and will -
a continue their labors se long as time. _
eep- Their bright Intelieets have conquered - -
larger and better.
et - . May priiate.subserif ptioris be used ih .JOIL.  1. ...... I 4 
• 
a
Aiii---Y.eze-F in 't •-"Ttirm 0 mone%;-an f .Lt_is p•Wed to the credit and no despair so intense as that jam lore,, are set defiance by Ten-th the County Rret4. Peett.-.„-' - .-' 7 . - 'which comes from being depriv-Quee. ,!‘",lise---4mple,..41iutg-the--rosiel=icr--Iitv,impirevtd-- rm._ ,ii of it lac so far _as imitation is can--
Ans. .1.-cq, %hey should contribute one ...fourth to‘onefhalf of the -Good will come of it in the -" Tanlac, it it.; claimed, quickly
- concerned.
 total cost of the road improvement._ i If ,-;tare aid i- wiel, one' faurtit Hong run, of-tourse;--but--11-, t &vercofnes tiVamach, kianeY andsf miry` the county participates, One.hal1-.) . - ' . - be bought at i terrible Pric'e. intestinal ailments, and will ac-- Ques. Why- - 
The new law is stringent. As a tually prolong life by restoring.,_ Aug. _Because they are most -directly financially heuefited-.
physician I must Dá' an annual and keeping up the vigor of
Ques. Is it necessary to vote a biiII,i. i,-.q.te to secure State aid? -
tax of $1 for .irlicense. With youth.
Ans. No. 
.....,-tte it yr romisls :1 that the revenue office will give . In New York, Boston and Phil-
Ques. Then what is the 'advantage of a bond i
Ans. 1. They enable die corrununity to iiiiinedittely realize the me a series of blanks upon ladelphia, SS well as in Lexing-_ inneficas such issues make po,zsible the cont•truc.tion of a consul- which i must write all orders of ton, thousands have been con-.erahle mileage. whereas cash ta.Nation ttottlil provide hut . a small. e for opiates. ... The druggist verted to Cooper's theories and
tnikage_each year, thus Indcliniftly poetponing the rninpletion of the,'
,- must do the same thing. The leave been benefitted by his mar-
road system. 
._ .'- 2. The-cost-permitele-tn. ruggiat-raust not sell me any velous medicine.
g in- . ituthl fedi- thy . private practice Mr. Cooper is something of a
_ .
is included in has been drawn to this greatly fanlae. to prove his%theories. 'years the fruit has a tendietaytawithin the past few years. Con- 
grow smaller1 and loses iti -ColorWary to ra - popular impression, : moildantoilance niandekillinectuatdhee mainlyc
. insidious-thing. which is I froiti the mediefkitpreperties of
habitual use of opiates is a most
--- --1V-r-"Y . a-plant discovered duringthe re- Siumeeted-ln- an individual
long after he become 
ahnu ottiti searches of Cooper's 'uncle, the
renowned scientist, on an islandAnt. 'Under supervision of engineers furnishe-d- hy-the Depa
--. 11‘7'Pe'Plesr:olYnaerlylIavarnetafraidT" gays 
,minexthiceo:Pacific . ocean, west of
sprouts and dead limbs. .".
Ques. Is it necessary for a county to increase its tax levy to se- th expert, "that suicide will Compounded in Cooper's great -, Trees in this condition -should
cure State aid? " , - . - , be,Ana.:__NoMne--entetmtfriot-ettii"5.fte /e vi. far-- gets- .011-amanY----Latine laboratory, even as inystMottaly not be pruned:- all in one year.. . _,___ ,. imprees upon you th;t_t there, la as famous .mineralei'al 4seg ray bre.114-1"---w:f2d-P1114.'" ,-e -tim-et'n'T-ito-paesion-so-cortipetl rittir-ita-Th' 1 fothr-- ---- _. e .ed, the science of mate--




-unless he knows I have the Ii. philanthropist, as he contributes- -3- -Mahltell'ne"-jacheaPei'ic."he-""*''rea fly-̀  thlt afTlY I° cerise. He cannot aVoid respon- a large proportion of his income of too heavy pruning.-- ' - - ... - I men" vhcull -11" 'be thtthred iir-1441r- --- v
•.•
construction. - . . 
I hallowed influence blighted by the
, . . _ _ .
sibility by SuPPssing that, since annualk• to charity and sulTering An axe- or hatchet is not - a
" 13 --efilt' hiriTA -- d - TO . t i, 4.- As posterity en . .. e ete pmen 0 the local' re- 
feet-tier duties of cittzenshlit, Amenam a- registered ohysicheni I -people. ____-__ - can chivalry should never permit her
. gogrces, pcisteritv slio_uld helpio_beatAiii_litirden. 
pruning Va01, -'5.--The increase in the_valtie-oljairfs, 'and- the volume of busi..have the license. He must know Mr. Cooper gives the agency Unpruned, unsprayed and un- to bear the burdens of defending and
i ,maintaiLing gavernrAnt, btu should
nee -Fs'i-mpeediate and substantial anal-. morythan se trient to meet and -unless he does know, he , for his medicine tatose drugstore cultivated orchards are not moo-preserve Ler unsullied from the allied
-the increased tax rate rrecess-;Ary .xo pay the .intere..t on. and to retire, dares not give any opiates to rny ' in each City Dale & Stubble- y makers. , . .. Influences of politics, and protect her
the bonds. ' ,.., .ies tiiihr_ovtartintnE_.4__Tliw ,patients on my prescriptions. field have been awnrded the ex- The orchard is not a profitable frem the riestY resPonsibilitlet et
Ques, W . . -` _-dist 
the sordid affairs-of life that, will '
Roads?
' Ans To furnis 'II ear''.1:4 muniethe p;ti:nth
anve my citnnv nate of Maniac in 'Munikif source of firewoodi ' - crush tier ideals and loser her. stand-... h: FREE OF COSI'. to the counti Fs applvi:v.: license, Ove op. and the remarkable Medicine can , 0. ,,, ,..
em 
novibe-obtaineA at that store.- that the fruit grows onretmhenbeewri-iirits our- IVile-nspirlaat°thion.er1564mishe la. 9fthetgube;rdrairman
piens, speeificatittiffIlteti-crei-pert eitsjitatr;i•-ic 44.1,4;_ria,tx .ft-n_ intsweinni purpose w.1,1 en
a our demestte welfare and IP -snide.to a higher life, ' dtreCting the If-
_talra_ ----- -Is-not-wit-bin Ivo.
Males ,sphere. son/ political gossip _




pruned tree can never be expect-
ed f f h I
,hst
death and they %%ill live and serve
_mankind on and on forever', without
money and -without price. .They have 
sbii-ifs--TOW grand and noble it toand flavor because the air and
ght dpee, not pass through. taught nu lessons In economy sod edit-
ao-Atosic-- lett- ethers; they have also
sthetlii_tucki brandies. - -- • _...ttitMer'llftlf:lo mate-one tlitraile-ffii-
Many old Orchards have been "1:11  ̀errw° 
or more; have length.
' glected for some time 
ene- our lives, multiplied our
ities and taken toil off the
a result are choked with water back of humanity.They are the- most practical .men
the world ever produced. Their in-
velilions have stood the acid test or
43...____i_ men, they do not 







-d-L-11v--5ua '-------7t4A-asillmrCify--":1-'plows turngert:e7soltil in m7te  etrtftbe most objectionaegarWable c oss- from. fli-Car" --;."'.--eitt 42144111&214reartilL"61118"24-
1.• s•L,. . ,
'ang branches. The, second seas- a"lauge 44:ta`k illarvel°lis achieve. - --meets
on more of----the-unneceesary
crossing brand rs _may __be cut
FARMER RADFORD ONout. AfterTthis alight pruning,
each year will do.
•
WOMAN SUFFRAGE
Prune regularly, not spasmod- The home is the greatest cantribu-
icaileYa 
tion of women to the orld, and the
d in young trees, thin out hearthstone is her throne. Our so- •
w
H
cml structure is built around her, andold trees. 
social righteousness is in -her charge.Prune during t h e dormant Her beautiful life lights the skies of
season. hope and her refieement is the chart*
of twentieth ceatnry civilization. HerPrune close; do not leave stubs. gra. and her pewee are the _Paint all large wounds. lative products of generations of
Keep the tree,frotirsuckers,- tItteerrty-rorrqfiest -ant -be-r crown cat_z_Digvitot _allow_steek_to_ -wortisultood-48-4esseted=bilt
your trees. 
oprunC_f 
of saintly mothers. She
has keen a great, factor Is the glory
Water sprouts are the result country, and her noble achieve.
gnd Sttperrth-for-road-or-britlireWituett, - . ...
be applies to me-iii Person. If I Adv-,. wood of the present season's
-g-; 'Que.. " ill theStaii—PaiElck a Part-61+12e-be'raliìsifelcv"°: •ad Ist-Ye htm some morphine tablets • --noi-worGoir-Ilioyedei. scrowth.-Wifell sPrings from _ the_
improvement 3  
a my office y an e should - - wood,gmwn the ̀preceding seas-ask me. a week from today _to, - _ on. Wood that bare' last season
Ques. How much?
t--- --tol. J ' of-the-_ ..-----Quesee-1:-aleeeitet-esedie-a-eie'  ' - .._   
send him some:
Adc Ans. One-traff-. 
1,,__.. --_,,, 'II not -1-bitr again. 'For this_   ger, I cannot do it. • In- other- uP"-- ' ,..  dal- 4°Itether reason grapes should be cut back
. ----As• --*--Thst--ilie-eitinerir---4Pe °a- the -°°44trilt e°. Or "C°11- woeds,--1--muit-be-in-pereanal-grti"Hin frometheer" the regut very severely in order to atimit-
, epat-ffnent of Pa..-•_ tendance on himie The pr- ; Lamothey, wienrseptectiore nblofnticoay mnight late plentyeLnew-J1PRIthY- ....-.--- e my prbiessfiiil before- I can
_ - •.
growth. The fruit is borne near
Roads.
tt s ars and men were officers peen
 Ques., I
Ans. From  year to y_ear.as the couuty.i. pro ,rata---part Of. the -sitherNertve him the opiate or U-.7 A compliment of forty-five the base and ordinarily one shootState- aid mews is available in the Stateare,asurv,uttAl__Li IAA_ re- write a preictiption. The same  ihould not be allowed to produceeled on_lia.if the amount o>cpesit - - `--- thIng-hoIcts good for dentiats and the inspection, and after a gruel-Outs. How Can yl)nr cimant, eeure cepojApad4 404 ikisi,,j? 
veterinariais. ling test of about two hours the
company was the recipient of




























-• great musicalaitravagan-7art. of our -well known
4-1of the Tte:Sku.' 
.ocalPwirwsentuem.
hi rthai made 4 • wh , r e1TF never sing l-  n






- __11.-'2,41gt4g. _or Fosfe'ila,






tia•-e Is a-wealth of :bea. 12-tina .`• WI-nen Nobs); talks'PnerlfilLb 4.--111 -41__e -a- net seem to care if ir-dtitiii
Ans.-- By a systematic use of engineering ad • of the Dee , _Nutmeat of Public -Roa4s:of--Keutucky,-ItiurbV- apilly -for State " is u • . suppose that
no druggist will-take chances..amtglialthalells fronl both -i3P-tter' .131-11811/Phis"-lirrilre"liere‘ 411"Willirilsno:rettlirit linamPluratiDseraenntasndi=7;It is not sufficient for him that 
specting officers. Company L 'Ale past week to be the. guests .!_`. nA . -is.,enticipating appointment to 1 of her jos-rents, W. O. Wear and 
and brughien their lives.
_
To hold our -)outig people on the
he receives _it physician's Pre- represent the state at the Panki,„;r„, 
farm w. must make farm life more
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